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lnt It tion:
The Lascr-Materials Interaction Laboratory at the Center for High Technology

Materials of the University of New Mexico is devoted to the study of a broad range of
laser spectroscopic probes of semiconductor and nonlinear-materials, fabrication
processes and optoelectronic devices. Much of this work is being carried out in
conjunction with the Optoelectronics Research Center Program at CHTM which is also
partially funded by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Significant progress has
been made in this reporting period in a number of areas including: laser-induced photo-
degradation of the GaAs surface, studies of grating-coupling into surface-plasma modes
at a metal-dielectric interface, electro-optic and nonlinear optical effects in PLZT thin
films, and resonant-periodic-gain surface-emitting semiconductor lasers. Brief synopses
of this work are presented here. More details are provided in the attached reprints and
preprints. J1 , .

U a Laser-Induced Degradation of the GaAs Surface
Last year, a careful study of the photodegradation of the photoluminescence

efficiency for freshly cleaved GaAs 110 surfaces and the first observation of a Raman
signature associated with the passivation of the surface with an aqueous Na2S solution
were presented. This work has continued with additional measurements of the
passivation process. Additionally, related measurements of the ultraviolet
photodegradation of the GaAs surface were obtained in a program on the development
of high-speed uv-photomixers supported by the Naval Research Laboratory. A very
dramatic, irreversible decrease in the detector quantum efficiency was observed under
irradiation by the uv-local oscillator at comparable intensities to those used in the
photodegradation experiments.

Publications:
M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, and J. G. McInerney
Degradation of the Photoluminescence Efficiency of GaAs under Low Intensity Laser
Irradiation
MRS Proceedings: Advanced Surface Processes for Optoelectronics,
T. Venkatesan, S. Bernasek, G. Stillman, and H. Temkin, eds.
(Materials Research Society 126 265, 1988)I
Grating-Coupling into Surface Plasma Waves

Work has continued on experimental and theoretical studies of the coupling of
optical waves into waveguides and guided surface plasma waves using submicrometer
gratings. Experimentally, grating periods ranging from 330 nm to 800 nm and depths
from several Angstroms to approximately one um have been investigated. This
parameter range spans both single and multiple-order coupling into the surface plasma
wave mode, coupling efficiencies in excess of 95%, and saturation and eventual decrease
in the SPW coupling due to reradiation effects. For deeper gratings, SPW effects are
eliminated and polarization and absorption effects become dominant. This work
represents the first observation of strong polarization effects for nearly square gratingI profiles in the visible spectral region.

Theoretical efforts have been devoted to evaluating the scattered, coupled fields
within the Rayleigh hypothesis without making any small-signal perturbative
approximations. Excellent agreement with the experiments is obtained for grating
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depth/grating period ratios as large as 0.4 and qualitative agreement for ratios up to
unity. Good agreement has been demonstrated between this relatively simple model and
more complex, integral formulations of the vector boundary value problem that involve
substantially more complex analytical and numerical evaluations and provide a less
satisfactory physical interpretation.

Publications:
Saleem Zaidi, M. Yousaf and S. R. J. Brueck
Grating Coupling to Surface Plasma Waves I - First-Order Coupling

i in preparation (draft attached)

Presentations:
S. H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck
Interaction between Surface Plasma Waves and TM-Guided Modes in Metal-Clad
Dielectric Waveguides
OSA Annual Meeting, 1988
San Jose, CA

S. H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck
Optical Characteristics of Deeply Modulated Gratings cession For -
OSA Annual Meeting, 1988 is GRA&I

San Jose, CA IC TABrenounced []

S. H. Zaidi, M. Yousaf, and S. R. J. Brueck 3 tiat
Interactions between First and Second Order Couplings to Surface Plasma Waves
To be presented at LEOS Annual Meeting, 1989 By
Orlando. FL Distribution

S. H. Zaidi, M. Yousaf, and S. R. J. Brueck Availability Codes
First Order Coupling to Surface Plasma Waves i s t  Avail and/or
To be presented at LEOS Annual Meeting, 1989 Special
Orlando, FL

PhD Thesis:
Saleem Hussain Zaidi
An Investigation of Holographic Grating Fabrication and Optical Coupling to Surface E
Plasma Waves
Department of Physics, University of New Mexico, 1989 L ,

Nonlinear Optics of PLZT Thin Films

Investigations of electro-optic and nonlinear optic effects in PLZT thin films
have been carried out. Films are deposited on a variety of substrates including SiP 2,
SiO 2/Si, Si, GaAs, and A12 03 . Highly-oriented films with the 100 direction normal to
the film are routinely achieved for PLZT 28/0/100. This composition is on the
boundary between cubic and tetragonal ferroelectric phases and exhibits a quadratic
electrooptic effect. Measurements have been carried out in a transverse electrode
configuration with the optical beams propagating through a 0.5 pm film. Major
characteristics include: a measured 40:1 contrast ratio for birefringence transmission;
maximum measured Dn of 0.18 at a 200-V bias across a 15-pm gap (this is several times
larger than the Dn for LiNbOs at this same field strength; birefringence switching speed
of less than 2 ns, instrumentation-limited measurement; contrast ratio of 900:1 for
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electric-field induced second-harmonic generation in the same geometry. Higher-order
photorefractive effects have been observed in these films and are exhibited as a long
time decay of the second-harmonic signal under continuous irradiation and applied
fields. Modeling of this phenomena is underway.

Publications:
A. Mukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck and A. Y. Wu
Electric-Field Induced Second-Harmonic Generation in PLZT
Optics Communications (submitted)

A. Mukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck and A. Y. Wu
Electrooptics of Thin-Film PLZT
Optics Letters (submitted)

Presentations:
A. Mukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck and A. Y. Wu
DC-Field Induced Second Harmonic Generation in PLZT 9/65/35
OSA Topical Meeting on Nonlinear Optical Properties of Materials
Troy, NY (August, 1988)

A. Mukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck and A. Y. Wu
Electrooptics of Thin Film PLZT
CLEO'89
Baltimore, MD (April, 1989)

S. R. J. Brueck
Nonlinear Optics of PLZT Thin Films
Seminar
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM (1989)

Resonant-Periodic Gain Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
Last year, the first operation of a resonant periodic gain laser media, in which

the quantum-well gain regions are spaced by one half the optical wavelength, was
reported. Substantial progress has been made in this reporting period. Initial samples
were MBE material supplied by Sandia National Laboratories, subsequent samples have
been grown by MOCVD at CHTM. A major improvement has been the incorporation of
quarter-wavelength resonant multi-layer resonator reflectors as part of the growthprocess. With estimated reflectivities of over 99%, these mirrors have led to dramatically

reduced threshold intensities and continuous operation of these devices. Power
conversion efficiencies of over 45% and cw-output powers of over 30 mW have been
achieved. Substantial effort has also gone into modeling these resonator structures and
the overall device behavior. This work is continuing with efforts on high speed
dynamics, electrical pumping, and new materials systems (InGaAs/GaAs).

Publications:
M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, J. Mclnerney, T. M. Brennan
and B. E. Hammons
Novel Wavelength Resonant Optoelectronic Structure and its Application to Surface-
Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
Electronics Letters 24, 1140 (1988)

M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, J. Mclnerney, T. M. Brennan
and B. E. Hammons
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I Surface-Emitting, Multiple Quantum Well GaAs/AIGaAs Laser with Wavelength
Resonant Periodic Gain Medium
Appi. Phys. Lett. 53, 1678 (1988)

C. F. Schaus, H. E. Schaus, S. Sun, M. Y. A. Raja and S. R. J. Brueck
MOCVD Growth of GaAs/AIGaAs Wavelength- Resonant Periodic-Gain Vertical-Cavity
Surface-Emitting Laser
Electron. Lett. 25, 538 (1989)

C. F. Schaus, M. Y. A. Raja, J. G. Mclnerney, H. E. Schaus, S. Sun, M. Mahbobzadeh,
and S. R. J. Brueck
High-Efficiency cw Operation of MOCVD-Grown GaAs/AIGaAs Vertical-Cavity Lasers

with Resonant Periodic Gain
Electron. Lett. 25, 637 (1989)

M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, J. G. Mclnerney, T. M.
Brennan and B. E. Hammons
Resonant- Periodic-Gain Surface- Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
IEEE Jour. of Quantum Electron. QE-25, 1500 (1989)

S. R. J. Brueck, M. Y. A. Raja, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, M. Mahbobzadeh, J. G.
Mclnerney and K. J. Dahlhauser
Optical Cavity Design for Wavelength -Resonant Surface- Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
SPIE Proc. 1043, Diode Laser Technolo1v and Applications 111-122 (1989)

Presentations:
M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, J. G. Mclnernev. T. M.
Brennan and B. E. Hammons
Wavelength-Resonant, Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Laser: A Novel Quantum Optical
Structure
LEOS Annual Meeting

Santa Clara (1988)

S. R. J. Brueck
cw Operation of Surface-Emitting Lasers
IEEE Workshop on Diode Lasers' 1989
Baltimore, MD

M. Y. A. Raja, S. R. J. Brueck, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, J. G. Mclnerney, T. M.
Brennan, B. E. Hammons
Surface-Emitting Lasers: A Comparison of Resonant Periodic Gain and Conventional

Structures
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics, 1989
Baltimore, MD
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C. F. Schaus, S. Sun, H. E. Schaus, M. Y. A. Raja, J. G. Mclnerney, S. R. J. Brueck
300 K cw Operation of MOCVD Grown Optically Pumped GaAs/AIGaAs Resonant
Periodic Gain Vertical Cavity Lasers with 45% Efficiency
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics, 1989 (postdeadline paper)
Baltimore, MD

S. R. J. Brueck, M. Y. A. Raja, M. Osinski, C. F. Schaus, M. Mahbobzadeh, J. G.
Mclnerney and K. J. Dahlhauser
Optical Cavity Design for Wavelength-Resonant Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
SPIE Meeting Diode Laser Technologv and Applications (1989)
(invited paper)

S. R. J. Brueck
Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
Seminar
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
United Technologies Research Center
Polaroid Corporation
Bell Communications Research
IBM General Products Division

M. Y. A. Raja
Resonant Periodic Gain Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Lasers
Seminar
Carling Laboratories, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Rutgers University, Rutgers, NJ

I M. Y. A. Raja, A. Mukherjee, M. A. Mahbobzadeh, C. F. Schaus, and S. R. J. Brueck
Dynamics of Resonant Periodic Gain GaAs/AIGaAs Surface-Emitting Lasers under
Picosecond Optical Excitation
To be presented at LEOS Annual Meeting, 1989
Orlando, FL

M. Y. A. Raja, J. G. Mclnerney, C. F. Schaus, S. R. J. Brueck, H. E. Schaus, and S. Sun
Transverse Mode Structure of Optically Pumped Resonant Periodic Gain Semiconductor
Lasers
To be presented at LEOS Annual Meeting, 1989
Orlando, FL

PhD Thesis
Mohammed Yasin Akhtar Raja
Optically Pumped, Wavelength-Resonant Surface-Emitting Semiconductor Laser
Department of Physics, University of New Mexico, 1988
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DEGRADATION OF PHOTOLLMINESCENCE EFFICIENCY IN Gj%

UNDER LOW INTENSITY LASER IRRADIATION

MI. Yasin A. Raja , Steven R. 1. Brueck, Marek Osinski. and John G. Mclnerne:

Center for High Technology Materials, University of New Mexico. Albuquerque, NM $-131

ABSTRACT

We report temporal measurements of bandgap photoluminescence (PL) from GaAs surfaces

under low-intensity CW laser excitation. We have observed slow PL degradation in n-t.pe.

p-type and semi-insulating (Cr-doped and LEC-grown) samples, and have fit the data to a

simple power law. Calculations indicate a significant contribution from the bulk material,

possibly via recombination-enhanced generation or migration of non-radiative centers. The

effectiveness of various methods of surface treatment (photowashing, deposition of epitaxial

AIGaAs, spin-coating with organic and inorganic sulfide films) has been assessed. One spe-

cific technique, involving coating with sodium sulfide, is effective in enhancing the PL elti-

cien:y and suppressing the degradation, but these effects are not permanent.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, excitation photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy has attracted con-iderale

interest in the context of photowashing 11-41 of GaAs. Interpretation of these experiments.

howeser. is impeded by incomplete understanding of the origin of non-radiati% centers.

whi:h are belie'ed to cause laser-induced degradation of PL efficiency in GaAs 15-81. The

performance of GaAs optoelectronic devices is adversely affected 18-91 by these non-radia-

tive centers and traps. Better understanding and control of surface PL degradation

mechanism in GaAs under low-power excitation could lead to improved device performance

and surface passivation techniques [ 10- I1].

Previous studies of PL degradation under laser excitation (5-71 give an incomplete

and inconsistent picture. Suzuki and Ogawa [51 attribute PL degradation phenomena in GaAs

to surface oxidation. Other authors [6.71 proposed laser-induced defect production at the

surface of p-GaAs, while conflicting data are found in the literature on n-GaAs, indicating

the presence [5] or absence [6-7] of laser-induced PL degradation. None of the above

experiments [5-7] used a large variety of samples i.e. n-GaAs, p-GaAs, doped and undoped

semi-insulating GaAs.

We have undertaken a systematic and comprehensive investigation of PL degradation

in both treated and untreated GaAs [121. Careful experimental studies of PL degradation in

freshly cleaved n-GaAs (Si-doped), p-GaAs (Zn-doped), Cr-doped semi-insulating (SI) and

liquid-encapsulated Czochralski-(LEC-) grown GaAs all revealed qualitatively similar

behavior. All samples exhibited FL degradation for excitation intensities ranging from - 0.1

to 20 kW/cm2. No intensity threshold for PL degradation was observed, but all samples

showed an intensity-dependent period of relatively constant PL efficiency followed by a

I Mot. A.. $_€. Syrup. ft- oc .126 1 ' mMl tl S-we,ch c
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I power-law decay. We also observed, for the first time, at least two regimes in rapid PL

degradation: a fast decay occurring in 1-2 seconds immediately after a surface was freshl%

I cleaved, and a relatively slower degradation occurring over several minutes at a rate which

depended on the excitation intensity.

Here, we report an extension of our earlier investigations [121 to include GaAs

surfaces treated by photowashing [1-41 or by application of organic or inorganic sulfide

coatings [10]. For completeness, we have also investigated the PL degradation behavior of

expitaxially grown Al.Ga_.xAsiGaAs interfaces and multiple quantum wells ("QWs) [131.

Our results suggest that a common physical mechanism probably related to recombination-

enhanced defect generation or migration, is responsible for the PL decay.

EXPERIMENT

All of our experiments were carried out at room temperature in air or N,-rich

ambient. For most experiments the 514.5 nm line of an Ar-ion laser was used, but other

lines including 488 and 457.9 nm were also used for comparison. The laser power was varied

using neutral density filters. A lOx microscope objective was used both to focus the incident

beam (9 - 10 ,im diameter) onto the sample and to collect the PL. while another lens '"as

used to match the monochromator f-number.

To probe the (110) surface of GaAs. %arious samples were cleaved in-situ and data

collection began within 100 ms after clea.ing. The monochromator was set to the peak of*

the room temperature PL. The detection apparatus included a cooled photomultiplier vith

photon counting electronics and a computer-controlled data acquisition system.

To investigate spectral changes, if an., during the PL degradation under laser excita-

tion of GaAs, we also took successive spectral scans using an optical multichannel analyzer

(OMA).

I ( Photowashing of some GaAs samples was accomplished according to the procedure

outlined in [I[, though PL measurements could not be done in-situ. The photowashed sam-

pies were removed from the spinner to the PL measurement setup, the time lapse before PL

data collection being - 2-3 minutes.

The deposition of sodium sulfide nano-hydrate (Na 2S.9H 2O) films [10] involved the

spinning (5000 rpm) of a IM solution in deionized water onto the (100) surface of the GaAs.

Before a sulfide film was spun on, the GaAs surface was cleaned using a standard procedure

inng organic solvents, rinsing in deionized water and light etching in H 0 2:NH 4 0H:H 20

(h::50). As for photowashing, the sample was transferred from the spinner to the PL setup

within a few minutes. We also deposited some organic sulfide films using spun-on thiourea.

RESULTS

fWe have observed, for the first time, two PL degradation regimes for freshly cleaved

p-GaAs and n-GaAs (110) surfaces. Fast decay occurring in few seconds was exhibited only

by the in-situ cleaved p- and n-GaAs in an N, atmosphere. All untreated samples showedI
I
I
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an intensity- and doping-dependent slow PL degradation upon irradiation with photons of

sufficient energy to excite electron-hole pairs, on a time scale of several minutes. Irradiation

with 1.06 ;Am light for more than 45 minutes had no effect on PL efficiency, and

degradation began only when the 514.nm probe beam was applied. The degradation was

clearly a consequence of laser irradiation. Once an area had been degraded,

photoluminescence efficiency did not recover upon removal of irradiation; PL decay simply

resumed with reapplication of the pumping light.

Figure I shows PL decay observed from the (110) surface of LEC-GaAs sample at

several laser intensities. The points are the experimental data, and the solid line is a fit to a

power law of the form:

C(t) I $ (I + to)-"/ f Coo (I)

where C(t) is the PL signal at time t, Coo , 1.14 kW/cm1  
-_-, 2.0 kW/cm'

its eventual steady state. -1 an adjustable

intensity-dependent decay rate and to  100

and .3 are fitting parameters. The data "J

from all four untreated sample types do , 3.0 kW/cm
1  

4.1 kW/cml

not obey a simple exponential decay, but * 10

rather follow the power law (I), with " o',

di fferent parameters for each sample Io0 .0 10 Jo0

tPe. TIME (s)

PL degradation is not limited to Figure I PL degradation in LEC-Ga.s

(1 10 surfaces, nor does it require fresh

surfaces: (100) surfaces also exhibit PL .

degradation under laser irradiation. All ' AG1

samples shocj qualitatively similar to - 2.1 kW/c.'

degradation behavior, except that the AIG,---
5 GaA-W

extent of degradation is larger in LEC- -

GaAs. Most of the data presented here 0 +

involve the (100) surface of L EC -G aA s. to _., _--- ________-_- _ '____ . . . .__ -__

Successive OM A scans showed a G ith cp

uniform depletion of the PL spectral line 3 a 7

during laser-induced degradation. There =

, 0 o 0 200 300 400 0oo 6oo
so-

60 /GaAs ceo etched off

40

Figure 2 PL from an AIGaAs/GaAs 0

heterostructure 2-

0 25 50 75 100 125 ISO

TIMEII)
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was no noticeable change in an% spectral -P14.s n 26W c

feature, suggesting that the PL 20 -

degradation is a consequence of produc- , - .treated LEC-GaAs

tion or migration of non-radiative cen- '-.'--.-

ters. 0.0 . - -.. -

*The temporal behavior of PL

from expitaxially grown AIlGa -,As,

GaAs interfaces and MQWs was also in-
vestigated. Typical data from LPE- -60

grown A'.a,''s/a~ ar shownI.in
are shown in ' 40 - 2.5 -~ln.s npht-.

Figure 2. Curves (a) and (b) show the ,d ,

time dependence of PL from 2,0 -

AI0 sG0 .7 sAS (
7

90nm) and GaAs (860nm) 0 -.

in the presence of interface while curve

(c) represents the temporal behavior of

the GaAs PL when the 2 um thick .. -.......

AI GaAs cap is etched away. These s-

results are consistent with earlier reports 40

[7.10,131 of PL from .- dGaAs,'GaAs 10 - ours aft*, 9ost

heterosructures. 00.- _ .. .

0 1O 20 30 40 50 6C 70 go go

TIME, 5

Figure 3 PL from photo~ashed LEC-Ga.-\s

In Figure 3. we show the time deptzrndence of PL from a photowashed LEC-GaAs

(100) surface under low power laser excitation, an untreated sample being included for

comparison. The photowashed sample sho',s a higher PL efficiency and a slower degradation

rate, but the effect of photowashing is lost within 2 hours. Obviously, photowashing [I-41

does not prevent PL degradation, but it slows down the decay rate for a short time [10).

In contrast, the results from LEC-GaAs samples coated with Na2S9H20 show much
more dramatic effects. Figure 4(a) shows the time dependence of PL at three different ex-

citation levels from LEC-GaAs with a freshly deposited film of Na2S.9H20. In the inset. PL

data are given for a relatively low (1.6kW/cma) excitation; after some slight (! 10%) initial
degradation, the PL remains constant. At somewhat higher intensities, a noticeable trend

towards increasing PL efficiency can be seen. At an excitation intensity of 5.5kw/cm2 the
PL signal showed a pronounced improvement before reaching a constant level, and no PL

degradation was observed on continued irradiation. However, when the same sample was
reexamined 21 hours later, PL degradation was evident at all power levels as shown in Figure

4(b). After 40 hours, the passivating effect of the sodium sulfide film was lost completely.

These results were reproducible with every fresh film of Na S.9H20.I
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125
We also studied the effects of -6 ...

thiourea (NH2CSNH ) films on passia- 7- 1. kW/Cm ,

tion of GaAs. An improvement in initial o o

PL signal level by a factor 3 was ob- 4 25-" .0

served, but there was no change in the 0 .0

degradation rate. 9 60 - S.m. fl, O., 21 6,,,,

- 40 - 2.8 kW,CrU (hi

20 7 1.6 WM-2

0.0__ _ _ _ _ _
0 100 200 300 400 Soo 600

T I M E )I

Figure 4 Time dependence of PL
from sodium sulfide coated LEC-GaAs

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The observation that all untreated GaAs sample types, showed similar intensit\,-.e-

pendent PL degradation supports the idea that a common physical mechanism is responsible

for the degradation. The fact that the phenomenon was also exhibited by GaAs surface ex-

posed to ambient environment for long time and that only above bandgap photons can induce

degradation suggests that recombination-enhanced defect production or migration are playing

a role [12,14-161.

Howeve,-. the results from treated surfaces show that the surface clearly plays an im-

portant role in the PL degradation process. For example, no PL degradation was seen at all

in case of Al.Ga, zAs,GaAs interface, but when the Al Ga-.xAs cap layer was etched away

selectively the degradation occurred. The interface between GaAs and NaS,9H,O film re-

mains apparertly fully passivated for 10-15 hours and photochemical oxide [1-41 stays effec-

tive up to several minutes only; after that the samples exhibit degradation just like untreated

GaAs. From these, one can propose that the defects and non-radiative centers produced at

the surface migrate into the bulk under recombination enhanced process. A recent report [81

also provides a direct experimental evidence of defect migration from cladding to the active

region of a double hetrostructure light emitting diode. Moreover, our OMA scans furnish

evidence that PL degradation is caused by non-radiative centers as there was no spectral

change during degradation of room temperature PL.

We discuss our results with reference to recent models [17-19] and proposals [10].

According to Hayashi's model [171, the rapid PL degradation process initiates from the deep

levels introduced by the "dangling bond" of an anion vacancy or vacancy complex. These

deep levels result in trapping the carriers and ultimate non-radiative recombination. The

recombination events provide a mechanism of energy localization that eventually leads to the

production of other vacancies; dangling bond energy level associated with *daughter' vacancy

becomes another trap 118. These self reproducing dangling bond levels act as non-radiativeI
I
I
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* centers and are probably related to recombination -enhanced defect migration 1141.
An other model [l9) discusses the segregation of As by oxygen uptake of Ga from

As2OA. resulting in Ga 203 and elemental As which affects the surface recombination velocity

idirect proportionality. However oxygen does not diffuse into the bulk [20). only the

surface would be affected. Our previous results [12[ show that in LEC and SI GaAs even the

* extreme variation between zero and infinite surface recombination velocity does not account

for extent of laser induced PL degradation. The observed data can only be explained by the

hypothesis that the non-radiative centers are generated and/or migrate under recombination-

enhanced process.

tht Passivation results with sulfide films and photowaahing treatment also are indicative

tha dangling bonds at the surface need to be completed to stop or slow down PL

degradation. Our results confirm that sulfur bonds [101 are relatively more effective and

* stable than photooxide [1-41.
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i ABSTRACT

A systematic experimental and theoretical study of first-order grating coupling to

surface plasma waves existing at an air-Ag interface is presented. The experiment

extends beyond previous work to grating depths comparable to the grating period.

Grating profiles range from sinusoidal to rectangular. For TM-polarized incident

I radiation. this grating depth range includes the entire spectrum of surface plasma wave-

radiation coupling from underdamped, to nearly 100% coupling, to overdamped and the

disappearance of the resonance from the zero-order reflectance measurements. Strong

polarization and absorption effects are observed for the deepest gratings. A simple

theoretical model, based on the Rayleigh hypothesis and retaining only resonant

diffraction terms without making a small-signal approximation, provides good agreement

with the experimental results.
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I
1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the interaction of light with periodic structures, gratings, on metals

has a long and distinguished history. In 1902, Wood [I] first noticed the anomalous

U behavior (christened Wood's anomalies) displayed by diffraction gratings of very large

* and rapid changes in diffraction intensities for small angular and spectral variations.

Rayleigh [2-3], in 1907, presented the first theoretical explanation of these anomalies in

suggesting that such behavior was due to the cut-off or appearance of a new spectral

order. Fano, in 1941, first distinguished between two types of Wood's anomalies: (1) an

edge anomaly, with a sharp behavior related to passing off of a diffraction order (i.e. a

diffraction order passing over the horizon, 900 to the surface normal); and (2) a

resonance anomaly due to excitation of a bound or surface wave at the metal-dielectric

i.terface[4].

Surface plasma waves are TM modes of the electromagnetic field bound to the

interface between a metal and a dielectriz. The condition for existence of the SP\V

mode is that em' < -Ed where fm' is the real part of the metal dielectric constant and Ed

is the dielectric constant of the dielectric. Related modes, first investigated by

I Sommerfeld [5], exist when one of the media is highly lossy. The SPW phase velocity is

less than the light velocity in the dielectric and phasematching between an incident,

freely propagating wave and the SPW is accomplished either by prism [6] or grating

* coupling techniques.

The SPW dispersion relation for a planar metal-air interface is simply given by

I [7]I
kspw kO Ac(m /( m + I)) (Il)

I
U
I
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I
where ko = 2z/,,' is the free space optical wavevector. The phasematching condition for

excitation of SPWs is satisfied whenever kosinO, the component of ko along the metal-air

interface, satisfies the condition

kosine = ±kspw' + n 27r/d (2)

where d is the grating period, 0 is the angle of incidence, n=+l,+2,... is the coupling

order, and kspw' is the real part of the SPW wavevector. In Eq. (2), the choice of a

negative sign preceding kspw' corresponds to a SPW moving in the opposite direction to

the incident wave. This expression assumes that the grating wavevector is in the plane

of incidence. i.e. the grating lines are perpendicular to the incident wavevector.

I The SPW dispersion relationship is plotted in Fig. I for a lossless, free-electron

metal (E.- l ) where the axes are normalized to the plasma frequency, wp, and

,he corresponding optical wavevector (k=wp/c). Also shown as two vertical dashed

lines, corresponding to n=+l and -1 orders in Eq.(2), are the wavevectors of a surface

grating. Finally, the wavevectors accessible in 0 and ±1 orders by varying the angle of

I incidence are shown as horizontal lines. This figure was drawn for a grating period

smaller than the optical wavelength (.Vd > 1); note that there is only one point that

satisfies Eq. (2), for n=-I, and at this incident angle there is no allowed diffraction

3 order.

Y. Y. Teng and E. A. Stern, in 1967, first detected SPWs optically by

bombarding 1200 lines/mm (833-nm period) gratings with 10-keV electrons and

observing the emitted optical radiation [8]. They observed that the lineshape of the

emitted radiation was influenced by the surface condition of the metal, but was

I independent of the energy of the bombarding electrons. Cowan et. al., carried out a

detailed study of the SPW dispersion curves for dielectric-metal layers on concave

diffraction gratings. and also developed a quantum-mechanical formalism to describe

I
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I
their results [9]. Hutley et. al., in 1973, published a detailed experimental study of the

anomalies of sinusoidal profile gratings as a function of grating depth [10-12] and

characterized the SPW lineshapes for grating depths, h, ranging up to 60 nm for 500-nm

period gratings, h/d<0.12. The integral formalism developed by Petit et. al. [13] was

used to describe these results with good agreement. Pockrand and Raether, in an

extensive series of publications [14-18] characterized the SPW coupling as a function of

grating period, depth, and profile. The gratings studied were sufficiently deep to realize

over 98% coupling into the SPW mode. A perturbation analysis, developed by Kroger

and Kretchmann [19] was used in modeling these results with good agreement, although

clearly the perturbation approach must breakdown as the coupling efficiency approaches

100%. A very complete theoretical treatment of grating coupling to SPWs has been

provided by Mills. Maraduddin and co-workers[20-21]. Their approach uses an integral-

formulation of the boundary-value problem at the grating interface and an extinction

theorem mechanism following from Green's theorem. This work does not give simple

analytic results, but relies on extensive computational and numerical evaluation.

Yamashita and Tsuji [22] developed a much simpler differential formulation which treats

the resonantly generated fields on a par with the incident fields and allows for saturation

and decreases in coupling with increasing grating depths. This work employed a power

series expansion in koh and was restricted to small grating amplitudes; simple analytic

expressions were obtained for the coupling strength as a function of h.

In this work, a comprehensive experimental and theoretical stud) of first-order

grating coupling to SPWs for a wide range of grating parameters is presented. The

experimental work establishes, for the first time, a relationship between grating depth

and period for SPW coupling, and extends to grating depths which no longer support

SPWs but rather show polarization and absorption effects. The theoretical approach is an

extension of the Rayleigh hypothesis including only resonant terms in the Rayleigh

expansion. This results in considerable simplification; reasonable agreement between

I
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I
theory and experiment is found out to depth/period ratios of -0.5. A similar approach

has been used by Gupta et al.[231 in describing grating coupling to long-range SPW

modes on thin, symmetrically bounded, metal films.

2. GRATING FABRICATION

Gratings were fabricated holographically in positive photoresist layers spun onto

I Si substrates using the 488-nm line from a single-mode Ar-ion laser. Details of the

grating fabrication have been presented elsewhere [24]. The grating profiles were

approximately sinusoidal for shallow depths, evolving towards rectangular profiles as the

3 depth was increased (cf. Fig 4). After development, these gratings were coated with -

100-nm thick e-beam evaporated Ag films. Films were deposited at room temperature

I and ba'kround pressures of low 10-6 Torr.

1
3. OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT

All of the measurements reported here are of the angular dependance of the

zero-order reflectance for a fixed-frequency TM-polarized HeNe laser beam at 633 nm.

IThe samples were mounted as one surface in a 900 corner reflector attached to a

computer-controlled rotation stage. This arrangement insured that the reflected beam

was always returned in the same direction and eliminated the necessity of a second

3rotation stage for the detector. The incident laser beam was focused with a long focal

length lens ( 0.5 m) to a spot of - 2 mm. This provided an angular limitation of 0.050,

much smaller than the observed reflectance variations. Care was taken with the

3alignment to insure that the axis of the rotation stage was in the plane of the grating so

that the laser spot sampled the same area of the grating throughout a scan. Grating

Idepths were measured in cross section with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This

3 introduces some errors, estimated at ±5 nm, due to uncertainties in the SEM calibration

I
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I
and variations in the grating depth for the different areas sampled in the optical and

I SEM measurements.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Zero-order reflectance measurements for a series of 510-nm gratings with

increasing depth are shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2. The theoretical modeling

I shown on the right-hand side will be discussed below. The major features to note in

* these measurements include:

1. the excitation of SPWs at 0 - 11.60 corresponding to the sharp dip in the

reflectivity; (Note that there is no diffracted order at this ang!e so that

this decrease corresponds directly to energy coupled into the SPW mode.)

. the rapid increase in coupling efficiency with increasing grating depth to a

maximum observed coupling of 94% at a grating depth of 35 nm; and

3. the horizon for the -I diffracted order at 6 - 13.80; (This is apparent as the

cusp in the reflectivity as energy is transferred from the specularly

* reflected beam to the diffracted beam.)

I
Similar results for deeper gratings are presented on the left-hand side of Figure 3. Note

the larger angular scale in this figure. Specific features to note include:

1. the relatively gradual decrease in the coupling efficiency to SPWs;

2. the clear broadening of the SPW resonance with increasing depth;

3. the shift in the SPW resonance to smaller angles with increasing depth;

I 4. the residual SPW coupling even at very large grating depth/period ratios; and

5. the increasing coupling to the -I diffraction order. (The sharp spike at - 381

corresponds to the collection of the -I diffraction order in the opticalI
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system and is not part of the zero-order reflectance. It does provide a

useful monitor of the energy in the diffracted order.)

I Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images of the gratings used for the

measurements of Fig. 3, taken in cross-section, are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the

grating shapes are sinusoidal at very low depths but gradually show increasing harmonic

components and trend towards rectangular profiles for the deepest gratings investigated.

This profile modification results from the grating fabrication technique.[24]

Similar experiments were performed for gratings with periods of 392 nm and 440

nm, in order to investigate the depeni.'ance of the coupling efficiency on grating depth

and grating period. All experiments were carried out at a wavelength of 633 nm to

I avoid variations in the metal optical properties. Qualitatively similar behavior was

observed with comparable coupling efficiencies occuring at shallower grating depths for

finer gratings. Experimentally determined coupling efficiencies. resonance angles, and

resonance linewidths for all three sets of gratings are presented in Figs 5-7. The solid

curves are theoretical and will be discussed subsequently. With increasing grating depth,

I each of the data sets displays an initial rapid increase in coupling efficiency, peaking at

over 90%, and a slower decrease in efficiency; an approximately quadratic decrease in

the resonant coupling angle, and an approximately quadratic increase in the resonance

width.

These results are summarized in Fig 8, which shows all three sets of data plotted

against the dimensionless parameter h/d, i.e. grating depth/grating period. Within

experimental uncertainties, these results appear to follow a common behavior. Some of

the variability may well arise from differing grating profiles, especially for the deeper

I gratings.

Further increases in grating depth, accompanied by a change in profile to

rectangular. lead to an elimination of SPW effects. For approximately square gratings.

I
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very strong polarization eftects demonstrate the possibility of fabricating reflective

polarizers for visible radia ri.n. This is shown in Fig. 9 where reflectance s,:ans for the

three grating periods are shown for depths of 200 nm (392-nm period), 170 nm (440-nm

period) and 190 nm (510-nm period) which resulted in maximum polarization effects.

Note that for TM polarization, almost 100% of the incident energy (-96% for the 510-

nm period grating) is coupled into the first-order diffraction peak for angles beyond the

horizon for this order. In contrast, only about 20% of the energy polarized in the TE

direction is couple,' out of the zero-order reflected beam. Careful variations of grating

depth and profile must be investigated to optimize the polarization of the reflected

beam. Such polarization beha\ ior for square gratings has been predicted [25-26] and

demonstrated in the infrarej [27. to our knowledge, this is the first observation of these

et' fec:s in the visible spe.tal region. SE.! pictures of the gratings are shown in Fig. 10.

Further increases in grating depth result in rectangular profiles with decreasing

line space ratios. Angular ret'lectance scans for deep rectangular gratings are shown in

Fig. IL!. (top 320-nm deep. 392-nm period: middle 330-nm deep. 440-nm period: bottom

,00-nm deep, 510-nm period) There is a broad absorption of TM-polarized radiation

while very large diffraction efficiency, increasing with increasing periods, is observed

for TE polarization. Figure 12 shows SEMs of these gratings.

* 5. THEORY

During the past thirty years, many grating theories based on the vector character

of the electromagnetic field have been developed. An excellent summary can be found

in references [6,13,20]. Integral methods, developed by Petit et. al. evaluate the field at

any point in terms of an integral over the grating surface A, cf. Fig. 13. A variation of

these integral techniques based on a Green's function formalism specifically directed to

the evaluation of the SPW dispersion relation on a periodic surface has been extensively

developed by Mills. Maraduddin (20.21] and Otagawa [28]. In addition, a differential

I
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I
formalism, develop;,, bLy Nevierre et. al. [13] has been applied to SPWs on periodic

surface by Numa:,a 29j. All of these approaches are fully rigorous, hold for arbitrary

profiles, and require extensive computation, typically involving matrices of order 40 or

I higher.

A number of differential analyses, usually based on a perturbation expansion in

koh where h is the grating depth, and relying on a Rayleigh or plane wave approach

have also been presented[19,30,31]. In these treatments, the scattered field amplitudes

are also treated as small quantities, of the order of koh times the incident and

reflected/transmitted field amplitudes. These models have the virtue of relatively simple

analytical results and ready physical interpretation. These perturbational approaches

clearly breakdown as the coupling efficiencies into SPW modes and diffraction orders

I appraach untv since they do not self-consistently describe the necessary decrease in the

,ero-order reflected and transmitted beams. Yamashita et al. [22] treated the coupling

prob~em wli:hin the Rayleigh hypothesis without making the small-signal approximation

for the resonant scattered fields; however, their treatment retained the expansion in koh

which limits its applicability to larger grating amplitudes. Nevertheless, their model

I provided a very elegant analytic result which included the quadratic, OC(koh) 2, increase in

the SPW intensity with grating depth for shallow gratings, saturation of the SPW

intensity at a coupling efficiency near 100%, and a gradual decrease of the coupling,

Ic(koh) "2 , for deeper gratings as the energy is coupled back into the radiating fields, in

qualitative agreement with the experimental results presented above.

These models begin with a time harmonic, plane wave expansion of the

electromagnetic field in the regions outside of the grating kerf (z<0 and z>h, Fig. 13) the

magnetic field of the TM-polarized fields are given by

I
IBV = Bvex=(exp(ikyy+ikgz) + £Bvnexp~i(kny-nz)])ex z<0 (3a)

and

I
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I
13=Be., = EBmnexp[i(kny+9nz)] ex z>h (3b)

,where ky=kosinO, k,=kocosO, kn=ky+ng, n=0,_+l,+2,..., g=27r/d is the grating wavevector

with d the grating period, an=L0,/(kn'-ko2 ), ln=0,/(kn2-fmko 2) and em is the metal

dielectric constant. Within the grating kerf, (0<z<h), the validity of this expansion is not

well-established. Rayleigh made the assumption, known as the Rayleigh hypothesis, that

I for sufficiently shallow gratings, this expansion is valid everywhere. This hypothesis

was investigated by Van den Berg et al. [32] and shown to be analytically correct; Petit

et al. [333 showed that for TE polarization, the Rayleigh expansion is convergent for

h d<0.14 and pointed out that reliable results could still be obtained even for h/d as

much as t'wice this limit.

The approach used in this comparison with experiment is to apply the Rayleigh

h ypothesis for TI-polarized input radiation. For the gratings used in these

expermen:s. h d extends to 0.8 although detailed comparisons are only attempted to

-0.3. The calculation does not make a small signal approximation for either the grating

depth or the diffracted field amplitudes. The plane wave expansion, Eq. 3, is truncated

by keeping resonant terms, e.g. n=0, -1. In addition, the next terms, n=-2 and +1 are

retained in the numerical evaluations and are determined to be small relative to the

resonant terms. Energy conservation, i.e. a constant total of the energies in the

* diffracted beams and absorbed in the metal is used as a further check on the calculation.

Thus, Eq. 3 is assumed to hold up to the grating surface defined by

f(y) = u sin(gy) (4)

I where u=h/2 is the grating amplitude. Using the generating function for Bessel

functions. %%e can write

I
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ei-yf(y) = ei-yusin(gy) = ,eipgyJp("yu) (5)

The boundary conditions satisfied by these fields are

(BI(y,z) = Bm(y,z)}[=f(y) (6)

and

I aBY(y,z) L Bm(y,z (7)
an - n Z=f(y)I

where

a af 2 -1/2 a af a
-n ay

Applying these boundary conditions leads to a set of coupled linear equations:

Jp(ku) + EBVn(-l)P-nJp-n(anu) - E1mnP-nnU) 0 (8)

I
andI

(kz-pgko/k,)Jp(kzu) - E( n-(pn)gkn/an)Bvn( - )p-njp-n(Onu)

-I/ErmE(6n-(P-n)gkn/fln)B
m nJp.n(#nU) = 0. (9)

where p,n are integers extending from -oo to +oo. Note that no small signal

approximation has been made in deriving these equations. These equations are now

I truncated by keeping only the fields for n=0 and n=-l, the reflected/transmitted and

resonant diffracted terms which are expected to be large based on phasematching

arguments (cf. Eq. 2 and Fig. I). In addition the fields for n=+l,-2 were also retained

I
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I
as a check on the convergence. The relative field intensities for these two orders for a

510-nm period grating at a depth of 22 nm were 0.017 and 0.0018, respectively, lending

support to this truncation procedure. This leads to an 8x8 matrix inversion to solve fi

I the field intensities.

Using the Green's function approach developed by Mills et al.[20], Garcia

evaluated the SPW fields and lineshape for sinusoidal gratings [34]. Results, obtained by

including 60 terms in the numerical analysis, are shown in Fig. 14a for parameters

appropriate to an 800-nm period Au grating of various depths, hj=h/2d. For this

grating period and wavelength, 633 nm, A/d<l and there are two possible propagating

diffraction orders. The resonance shown in Fig 14 corresponds to the n=+-l SPW

coupling; there is also a propagating n=-I diffraction order throughout this angular

range. The numbers labeling the SPW curves in the figure represent the relative

intensity of the mode. The results from the present treatment for the same parameters

are shown in Fig. 14b-d. Note the overall similarity of the calculated intensities and

lineshapes. Interestingly, the largest discrepancy is for the shallowest grating. h,=0.01.

where the present calculation yields a SPW intensity 24% larger than the more rigorous

I calculation of Garcia[34]. For deeper gratings, the agreement is generally within 10%.

This comparison indicates that, despite the relative simplicity of the formulation, the

present model provides substantial insight into SPW coupling.

I
6. Comparison of Theory and Experiment

I The initial step in comparing this model with the experimental results is in

establishing the dielectric properties of the Ag films. Johnson and Christy [35] have

measured a complex dielectric constant of (-16.4,0.54) for Ag at 633 nm. However, this

was measured for very carefully prepared bulk material; in general, the dielectric

properties of thin-films will differ from this value as a result of deposition and substrate

dependent columnar structure, granularity, sub-ideal density and incorporated impurities.

I
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I
The effective dielectric constant for such films can be described using the Maxwell-

Garnet model [30]. This model provides an effective e for a composite material

composed of spherical dielectric grains, with spatial dimensions much less than a

wavelength, interspersed throughout a metal matrix with the mole fraction, X, of the

dielectric as the only adjustable parameter. The effective dielectric properties are given

by

I = EM -e(Il -X+.(2X)) (10)
(cm(2+X) + (l-X))I

where the dielectric has been assumed to have fd=l. In Fig. 15, the experimental result

for a depth of 22 nm is shown along with the calculated results for X=0 and X=0.11.

This value was chosen to match the experimental and calculated resonance angles. The

experimental trace is some, hat broader than the theoretical indicating that there may be

Ian additional loss mechanism, possibly due to scattering or to the effects of a non-

sinusoidal grating profile. For X=0.I1, the composite dielectric constant is

e=(-13.5.0.46); this value of c was used in all of the comparisons with experiment

%without any further adjustment.

Comparisons with the experimental results are shown on the right-hand side of

Figs. 2 and 3. In each case, the grating depth for the calculation is adjusted to give

coupling efficiencies that match the experimental results. While the experimental depths

and linewidths are systematically larger than the model calculations, the overall behavior

is well described. For the deepest grating shown experimentally, h = 145 nm, there is a

substantial difference with the model that is probably associated with the significant

deviation from a simple sinusoidal profile at this depth (cf. Fig. 4). Figures 5-7 present

the model results along with the experimental data for the coupling efficiency, resonance

angle and resonance linewidth for all three grating periods investigated. The theory

I systematically overstates the coupling strength and understates the linewidth for all three

I
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I
grating sets. There is reasonably good agreement with the resonance angle, which was

I the parameter used to adjust the metal-film dielectric properties. There is an excellent

qualitative match between theory and experiment. The coupling efficiencies first

increase rapidly as the grating depth is increased, saturate near 100% coupling and then

* decrease as the resonance becomes over-coupled due to radiative damping back into the

zero-order radiation fields. This coupling change is accompanied by approximately

I quadratic changes in the resonance angle and linewidth with increasing grating depth.

The model results are summarized in Fig. 16 which shows the calculated

resonance angle, linewidth, and coupling strength plotted against the dimensionless

parameter h/d for the three grating periods investigated. For evaluation of the coupling

efficiency, this parameter is reasonably invariant, there are more significant deviations

I in the evaluation of the resonance lineshape parameters.

Overall. this simple model provides a good picture of the experimentally

observed resonance variations. Disagreements between theory and experiment increase

for deeper gratings and larger periods. A significant phenomenon not included in the

theoretical model is the deviation from sinusoidal grating profiles which increases as the

grating depth is increased and also is more significant for larger grating periods. The

films also exhibit significant surface roughness, see Fig. 4, which has not been included

in the model and may impact the observed lineshapes.

Calculated zero-order, TM-polarization reflectivity curves for deeper gratings, up

to h/d-l, are shown in Fig. 17. Again, there is very good qualitative agreement with

the large coupling into the diffraction order for deep gratings, h/d-0.5, although

detailed comparisons are not possible because of the strong deviation from a simple

sinusoidal profile of the experimental gratings. The model does not show the absorption

I of TM-polarized radiation seen experimentally. Detailed comparison with experiment

requires very deep sinusoidal gratings that are inherently difficult to fabricate because of

the strong nonlinearities of existing photoresists [24]. More nearly sinusoidal gratingsI
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can be fa'ricantxd on a transparent substrate, work is in progress to allow a better

expri e:.. .al test of the model for deep gratings. The theoretical model looses much of

its simplicity for rectangular gratings where many Fourier components of the grating

profile are comparable in intensity.

I
7. Summary

I A systematic experimental and theoretical study of first-order grating coupling to

SP"\s existing at an air-Ag interface has been reported. The experiment extends the

range of grating depths that have been investigated to h/d-l. For TM-polarized

incident radiation, this includes the entire range of SPW-radiation coupling from

underda."ed to nearly 100,, coupling to overdamped and the ultimate disappearance of

U t a qhe SP'X -s-na f'. :he obse-'ed zero-ord er reflec-tance. Strong polarization and

absor'ti.n effects a: Ob eS-red for the deepest gratings. A simple theoretic:al model.

tased4 , 'he Ra',7eigh hvpothesis and retaining only resonant diffractior terms without

making a srmal!-sign al approximation, provides good agreement with the experimental

reszultsz.

ItSeveral extensions of this work are immediately apparent. For larger grating

3 periods, there are more diffraction orders and SPW coupling resonances. Interesting

coupling effects occur when two of these resonances occur at approximately the same

angle. These effects have been investigated experimentally and theoretically and will be

reported in a subsequent publication. In addition, the SPW resonance can be used to

characterize metal optical constants under a variety of deposition conditions. Work is

3 underway to compare this technique with more conventional techniques such as

ellipsometry.I
3 .4c hlc.:, 'e n:: This work was partially supported by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research.I
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Figure Captions:

Fig. I: Dispersion relation of SPWs for a lossless, free-electron metal (E=l-p."W2 ). The

axes are normalized to wp and kp=wp/c. The grating wavevectors corresponding to n=±l

order of a grating of period d are shown as vertical dashed lines. The range of

I wavevectors accessible by varying the input angle from normal to grazing incidence for

i n=0,±l are shown as horizontal lines. Note that for this choice of parameters, (,/d<l),

there is only one SPW coupling resonance and at this resonance angle, there is no

propagating diffraction order.

I Fig. . Zero-order reflectance at 633 nm for 510-nm period gratings with varving

I ra!;rg depths. The left side. (a-d), presents experimental results: the right side. (e-h).

presernt theoretical modeling. See text for details.I
Fig. 3: Continuation of Fig.2 for deeper gratings. Note the expanded angular scale.

Again, the left side (a-d) presents experimental results, the right side (e-h) theoretical

modeling. The sharp spikes on the experimental data at -380 correspond to the n=-l

diffraction order entering the collection optics and are not a part of the zero-order

I reflectivity.

Fig. 4: Cross section SEMs of the gratings used for the experiments. The measured

I depths are: a- 43 nm, b- 57 nm, c- 88 nm, and d- 145 nm.

I Fig. 5: Coupling efficiency into the SPW mode for gratings with periods of (a) 392 nm,

(b) 440 nm. and (c) 510 nm and varying depths. The solid curves are the result of

theoretical modeling. see text for details.

I
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I
Fig. 6: SPW resonance angle for gratings with periods of (a) 392 am, (b) -440 nm. and (c)

510 nm and varying depths. The solid curves are the result of theoretical modeling, see

I text for details.I
Fig. 7: SPW resonance linewidth (FWHM) for gratings with periods of (a) 392 am, (b)

440 nm, and (c) 510 nm and varying depths. The solid curves are the result of

theoretical modeling, see text for details.

Fig. 8: Data of Figs. 5-7 for the SPW resonance angle, resonance width, and coupling

efficiency replotted against the dimensionless parameter hd. Note that this parameter is

al-Proximte.v invariant for these three grating periods.

1 Fig. Sequence of zero-order reflectanze scans Cor approximatel' square -rati'2,in

(h d-0.5) showing strong polarizing effects: (a) h=200 rim. d=392 nm: 0'- h=l0 rm.

d='0 nm; and (c) h=190 nm. d=510 nm.I
Fig 10: SEMs of the gratings used for the measurements of Fig. 9.

Fig. 1I: Sequence of zero-order reflectance scans for deeper rectangular gratings (h/d-l)

showing strong absorption effects: (a) h=320 rim, d=392 nm; (b) h=330 nm, d=440 nm;

i and (c) h=300 nm, d=510 nm.i
Fig 12: SEMs of the gratings used for the measurements of Fig. II.

I
i Fig. 13: Geometry used in the analysis.

I
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Fig. 14: Comparison of calculations of Garcia[34] (a) with present calculations (b-e) for

800-nm period Au gratings at 633 nm. (h1=h!i2d)

I Fig. 15: Calculated zero-order reflectivity SPW resonance lineshapes for X=0 and X=0.I

where X is the mole fraction of voids in the Ag film. (h= 15 nm, d=510 nm) A

Maxwell-Garnet model is used to adjust the composite dielectric constant. The

experimental result (h= 22 nm) is shown as the dotted line.

I Fig. 16: Calculated SPW resonance parameters plotted against the dimensionless

parameter h/d.

Fig. 17: Calculated zero-order reflectivity for deep (h,'d-l) sinusoidal gratings in TM

polarization (d=510 nm).
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Interaction between Surface Plasma Waves and TM-Guided Modes in Metal-Clad
Dielectric Waveguides

Saleem H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck
Center for High Technology Materials

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

I Experimental results are reported for grating coupling to metal-clad dielectric

waveguides that support both a surface plasma wave and a single TM-guided mode. For

appropriate parameters, these modes interfere and give rise to sharp reflectivity

* resonances.
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Interaction between Surface Plasma Waves and TM-Guided Modes in Metal-Clad
Dielectric Waveguides

Saleem H. Zaidia and S. R. J. Bruecka,b

Center for High Technology Materials
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

I
Asymmetric metal-clad dielectric waveguides, formed by depositing a dielectric

over a metal film, have a number of potential optoelectronic device applications

including modulators and waveguide switches. For a proper choice of dielectric

thickness, these waveguides can support two TM-resonances, a surface plasma wave 1

bound to the metal-dielectric interface and a guided mode2 . These resonances can be

phase-matched by the proper choice of parameters. Incident light can be coupled to

these modes using gratings. This phase-matching is evident as an overlap in the

resonance angles and interference in the coupling lineshapes.

ISamples were fabricated by depositing thick (- 100 nm) Ag films on Si

substrates. Positive photoresist was then spun over the metal and a grating exposed and

developed using holographic exposure techniques 3 . Zero-order, TM-polarization,

reflectivity measurements as a function of incident angle were carried out at 633 nm.

Figure 1 shows the results of a series of measurements for increasing grating

depth, and, consequently, decreasing average dielectric film thickness. The top trace

shows two isolated resonances, a SPW mode at an incident angle of 17 degrees and a

guided mode at 28 degrees. The increase in signal at 23 degrees is the result of the

diffracted-order entering the collection optics and is not a variation in the zero-order

i reflectivity.

As the grating depth is increased, the SPW mode shifts to higher angles and the guided

mode to lower angles until they overlap. For still deeper gratings, the resonances split

and exhibit complex lineshapes which are due to interference phenomena between the

I modes. A notable feature is the very sharp resonance that occurs at - 17 degrees for all

I



I

of the gratings with depths beyond that required for overlap of the modes. Such sharp

resonance features are especially useful for optoelectronic applications.

Detailed experimental and theoretical investigations of this coupled mode

I phenomenon will be reported.

References:

1. see, for example, Surface Polaritons, V. M. Agranovich and D. L. Mills, eds. (North

Holland, Amsterdam, 1982)

I 2. I. P. Kaminow, W. L. Mammel nad H. P. Weber, Appl. Opt. 13, 396 (1974)

3. S. H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck, Appl. Opt. (to be published July 15, 1988)

I a Also with the Department of Physics and Astronomy

b Also with the Department of Electrical Engineering
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* Optical Characteristics of Deeply Modulated Gratings

Saleem H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck

Center for High Technology Materials

University of New Mexico

I Albuquerque, NM 87131

I
I

I Zero- and first-order grating reflectivities (633 nm) for periods from 380- to

840-nm with grating depths from 10- to 1000-nm are reported. Effects observed

include: surface plasma-wave (SPW) coupling for deep gratings, interference between

first and second-order SPW couplings, and highly efficient grating polarizers.
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OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DEEPLY MODULATED GRATINGS

Experimental study of grating properties has a long history. Much of this study

has been confined to gratings with sinusoidal profiles and depths less than 100 nm.

Using holographically fabricated gratings (1) coated with thick Ag-films (-100nm), we

report here on an experimental study of zero- and first-order reflectivities at 633 nm

with special emphasis on surface plasma wave (SPW) mode couplings and grating

polarization effects. The gratings studied had periods from 380 to 840 nm, depths from

10 to 1000 nm, and profiles from sinusoidal to rectangular.I
For gratings with only one allowed SPW mode, it is observed that as the grating

depth is increased, beyond the maximum coupling efficiency depth, the SPW coupling

dip gradually decreases, the resonance angle gradually shifts and broadens.

Simultaneously, the grating diffraction efficiency increases. For an optimum depth of

* the grating less than 1% of the light is reflected.

U For gratings supporting two SPW modes, the behavior of the SPW mode couplings

as a function of grating depth is complex. At an optimum depth, the two SPW modes,

however, couple to form a broad minimum. The grating first-order, however, continues

I to exhibit strong coupling to SPW modes at well-defined angles. Further increase in the

grating depth results in disappearance of all resonance characteristics. Detailed study of

all these results with corresponding grating depths and periods will be reported.

I
Reference:

I 1. S. H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck, Appl. Opt., July 15, 1988.
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND ORDER COUPLINGS

TO SURFACE PLASMA WAVES

I

I Surface plasma wave dispersion relation is investigated optically in the (+1, -2) mini-gap region by

varying grating profiles. Momentum gaps are observed and are described by developing a

I theoretical formalism based on Rayleigh hypothesis.
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I
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND ORDER COUPLINGS

TO SURFACE PLASMA WAVES

Surface Plasma Wave (SPW) dispersion relation in the mini-gap region, where the

I unperturbed modes are degenerate, has been recently investigated, both theoretically [1] and

I experimentally [2]. Theoretically only energy gaps were predicted in the mini-gap region, but

experimentally it was shown that both momentum and energy gaps exist [2] although optical

I excitation resulted only in energy gaps similar to the results obtained by Chen, et al. [3]. Here we

present a detailed optical investigation of the (+1, -2) mini-gap region by varying grating depths

H and profiles. Momentum gaps observed were critically dependent on grating profiles.

Gratings were fabricated in positive photoresist using holographic techniques [4], and coated

with - 100-nm silver films. The data was acquired in the form of 0-order and diffraction order

I reflectances versus incident angle. By adding energies in the 0-order and diffraction order,

momemtum gaps were measured. For theoretical modeling, Rayleigh hypothesis was used. For

I sinusoidal profiles, no momentum gaps were observed. By including a second Fourier component.

momentum gaps were observed, and the resulting lineshapes were in good agreement with

experimental data.

I Partial funding for this work was provided by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

I REFERENCES:

1. M. G. Weber and D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 34, 2893 (1986).
I 2. D. Heitman, N. Kroo, C. Schultz, and Z. Szentirmay, Phys. Rev. B 35 2660 (1987).

3. Y. J. Chen, E. S. Koteles, R. J. Seymour, G. J. Sonek, and J. M. Ballantyne, Solid State Comm.
41, 95 (1983).I 4. Saleem H. Zaidi and S. R. J. Brueck, Appl. Opt. 27, 2999 (1988).
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FIRST ORDER COUPLING TO SURFACE PLASMA WAVES

Using prism and grating coupling techniques, surface plasma wave effects have been used to

investigate metal interfaces, metal-dielectric interfaces, and other non-linear processes [1]. Here we

I present a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of first-order coupling to SPWs and the

use of this technique to characterize the optical constants of metal films.

The gratings were fabricated holographically in positive photoresist (2], and coated with -

I 100-nm silver films. Data was acquired in the form of 0-order reflectance versus incident angle

using a 633-nm He-Ne laser source [3]. Gratings with varying period (392 nm < d < 515 nm), depth

I (5 nm < h < 500 nm), and profiles were studied. Optical coupling parameters such as coupling

strength and linewidth are shown to be approximately dependent on the dimensionless parameter

h/d.

For theoretical modeling, the Rayleigh hypothesis was used throughout this range of

parameters and profiles were assumed to be sinusoidal. The Rayleigh expansion was terminated by

I keeping only the resonant terms, which considerably simplified computational work. Calculations

of coupling profiles are in good agreement with the experimental data.I
Partial funding for this work was provided by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

U REFERENCES:

1. Surface Polaritons, edited by V. M. Agranovich and D. L. Mills, North-Holland (1982).
2. Saleem H. Zaidi and S.R.J. Brueck, Appl. Opt. 27, 2999 (1988).
3. Saleem H. Zaidi and S.R.J. Brueck, O.S.A. annual meeting (1988).
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I First order grating coupling to Surface Plasma Waves is studied for a large range of

I parameters. A theoretical formalism based on the use of the Rayleigh hypothesis is developed.

Application of this technique to characterize optical constants of metal films is discussed.I
I
* Authors:

Saleem H. Zaidi, M. Yousaf, and S. R. J. Brueck.
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ELECTRIC FIELD INDUCED SECOND 1-f-\RNIONIC GENER.-\TION
IN PLZF

A..Nlukherjee. S. R. I- Bru : , and A. Y.\u

Center for High Technology Materials
University of New ,Mexico. Albuquerque, NM. 87131

I ABSTRACT

The first measurements of electric-field induced second-harmonic generation in

:he cubi, ceramic PLZT (9/65 '35) are reported. A hysteresis behavior of the second

harmonic signal versus electric poling field was observed and a field/no field contrast

ratio of 20:A was achieved. The area of the hysteresis loop decreased resulting in a

slim-loop' for increasing delays between applying an external voltage and monitoring

the second harmonic signal, the sample remaining irradiated by the fundament..al beam.

I
I
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~erroe crc -roperties. Doma in reorieni:aticns an otiO Strin Sil afec th e

m ma --2ria? or :.i Ioal pr o -ert s w.h ose -1 agnizu d .. M e 1n1 onr the strngth and

4' c:cn ofthe applied f*ieIld. PLZT has a 1eu 0kt rutu ith a zransizon

metal (Zr cr Ti) at the center surrounded b% an ox'. zen octahedr-a and alkalne atoms (Pb

or La) at the crners3. The octahedra, having dilmens:ons ot 4 per side. are joined

'ni:n na'.e a near :; ieto' re~~ .ate paraelectric phase

I and istr centrosvmmrezric structure- in the fer.~ phase6 Nonlinear optical

in~racicn. uc:h as second harmonic generation represent a fast response due to

e-2roni, c.oion. Here. perhaps due to the miotion cf' electrrons of the upper valence

~ndf~~'~ ~the ox 'en p levels. Any externa:;rl ra:nssc as an electric

-.-... .. ... .. . .:c:sc In :tcl:~pr: h

ra:; LT sdeoe he7%;Zntain .vhere XK is te atomDr

preazctLa and. Y Z is the zirczonium titanium ratio. Sec:ond harmonic 2eneration

(SHG) experiments in PLZT of compositions S,'65.,'35 and 9,;65, 35 have been reported7-9

and the temperature dependence studied 7,11, Electric-field induced second-harmonic

I generation (EFISHG) in polydyacetylene (PDA) has been studied to investigate resonant

enhancement of X(3)(-2w;w~,w,O) and two photon generation of carriers10 and determine

the magnitude and phase of X(3) (-2w);w,w,o)"1. EFISHG experiments have also been

reported on molecular solutions to study the molecular environment1" and influence of

carrier substitutes'3. In this letter we report the first measurements of EFISHG on the

ferroelectric oxide PLZT 9/65/35.
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0ptlal proper:ies of :isquasiferroelec.tric: PLZT14 and its phase trans 't Ions~ su1e5 a

elcrcfedidcdre ve rs ie :i s ph chan ge a r a Lem -Lr a re aee T:

(structural phase tranS::ion temperature). 18'C,'5 and the Curie point Tc 85 C.'. The ~

phase- is paraelectric w.ith a cubic: perovskite structure and is optically isotropic7. It is

also referred to as the state of polar short range order 14. The 3 - phase is associated

wi:a :.-e quas, terroelectric phase wihorthorhornbic (distorted cubic) structure. It is

-also referred to as a state, of polar longa rangae order'4 . The experiments xere done at

room temperature (_'3'C) and so a quasiferroelectric behavior wvas expected from our

sample.

This EFISHG- study w.as done on a 0.6-mm thick polished wa:ter o: PLZT

9 /65 35 provided b-y Motorola. .Ahv steresis eh orof the SHG versus ectr-Ic: poling

voltaze an,d a cantras: ratio fedno field of- c- second harmonic: (Si- signal of m-ore na

-0:1 w-as; observed. The area of the hysteresis was seen to dec-rease- an'd result in. asin-

loop' if' the SH signal. recording was sufficieantly delayed after applying the pla

voltage, the sample rem aining irradiated by the fundamental beam.

The experiment is shown schematically in Figy.I. The inset shows the planar

electrode pattern with a gap of 60 pum. Conventional photolithographic processes and

lift-off techniques were used to fabricate these electrodes which were formed by e-beam

evaporation and consisted of a 30-nm layer of Cr followed by a 300-nm layer of Au.

The 1.06-pum pulse train (82 MHz repetition rate, 130-ps duration) from a cw-

modelocked YAG laser provided the fundamental beam. A Fresnel-Rhomb polarization

rotator and a Glan prism were used to select a linearly polarized fundamental beam of

variable orientation. The beam of 3W average power was focused (- 50-pm diameter) at



I an a " -e of i. .i n . "f " n th~e s e u :n g , -,~ :.~: . n~ .. ~ .' . - T e SH

* . . ...~ :C~tC~ e .... ..

I ...~ c. ,. . . .,.-' ... .....a n. ' : - .... .: , * .* . - . .. . -,, , - ' , : t r ;, -;< ::,.

IZ
t -raug, an IR blocking f I a in rere::- fii r cen:ered at 532 nm.

I A c:hopper and- a a ax mu: ::me constant 3C2 ms

were used in the signal detection process. The output c.f th e lock-in amplifier was

onit're.d 1L a laboratorv computer system which also controlled a high voltage power

supply providing the applied voltage to the sample.

In all the experimental sequences, the poling field was started with a positive

I voltage (arbitrarily defined) and incremented in 20 V intervals from 0 V to 360 V. The

voltage was then decreased to 0 V in 20 V steps. A similar recording was taken with the

cpposi:e polarity. For the same polarisations (fundamental & SH) two sets of data were

::en. with 1 second and 30 seconds de.av be:,.een the application of voltage and

'-z,,n: SH intensity. For al of these measurements the sample was continuously

I "".. . . '-'+ '77 the ,ser source. tne time je"a, onl: reers to e i er'. een

Ihangzn , tne field strength and the SH measurements. Fig. shows the EFISHG

measure m enzs in 9,'65 35 PLZT with both fundamental & SH polarisations parallel to the

poling field. Fig.2(a) shows the trace with one second delay of recording SH intensity

after the application of poling voltage and Fig.2 (b) with a 30 seconds delay. From this

data we see that there is a small SH signal at zero poling field. Though the sample is in

a (cubic) phase, it is not strictly centrosymmetric because of the local displacement of

ions away from their ideal lattice positions. Betzler and Bauerle 7 proposed a model

where the local anistropy (disorder) was explained by the La 3+/ions (4% smaller in size

than Pb 2 + ions) being randomly located at off-center positions.

As the electric field is increased the SH intensity increases quadratically since it

is proportional to'0

I
I



I

beam. :.: - enence o. lC on the tundamental intensity was con,"irnted.

Als,) :. : a-., a st'.- saturatc n beha ,' at tile nll:m ximum applied , 0lage
I " " -K V . Th-e s-attered nd harm-oi- ntensitv at zero tield was b-g:i

visible t, ha eve. The estimatin of x(21 was not possible because of the complexity of

the DC 1ield distribution inside the material along with severe polycrystalline grain

'--o0Ln .. -5- 5 7" scatering. phase ma:,:hin- uncertainties. etc. However. the

ob s erved .1- i:ies. even at zero applied tields, were comparable to that from powders

I of KTP. sua-estina that with improved material preparation such as highly oriented fine

grain -n -'s. e: : icient modulatabie second harmonic generation will be achieved.

Increasinz the v.:age fur:her caused arcing between the electrodes. The saturating.

15 acu:- 5 kV cm and the maximum :field app'ied here was or"v S.5

IK~'CV .. .erea ta e ie. 4 ze. a z.e SH intensity was seen to 'e slighti% hio

than tae start:na value. This is likely due to remnr.ant 3 - phase resulting from s-rai

Inducc c a cin the field>. This variation of the SH intensity versus poling field i

similar to the dielectric hysteresis loop reported for the same material composition by

Keve & Annis 1 5. Fig. 2 (b) for a large delay time of 30 s between application of the

field and the SH measurement shows a 'slim-loop' behavior of the same phenomena.

This recording with a considerably smaller hysteresis than the results of Fig. 2 (a) has a

qualitative similarity with the high temperature behavior of the dielectric hysteresis

loop' s. A gradual decrease of the area of the hysteresis was observed versus the delay

time. It was also observed that if the voltage was suddenly removed (shorted) to 0 V,

the SH intensity decayed (to the 0 V value) in 30 seconds if left irradiated with the

fundamental beam and over several hours if not irradiated. This is probably due to

5



I ,,c.nd..:.. v .A -Xmore detailed study will be requlire2' 0 U n u" a n

I it-i % e:':Se,:

ig 3a) 2.2 (hi sh os EFIS f intensitx versus aps'ied .ie.. vher'

2:::i2 : . ream ?22nined polarized parallel to field. both be in the h r::.,

plane, but the polarization for SH was chosen perpendicular to it. All other parameters.

I.ve e :ne same as in Fig. 2. The overall SH signal in this case was seen to be a factor

'.36 less than for Fig. 2 where the polarization of the SH signal was parallel to the

poling field. The SH intensity was dominantly horizontally polarized since the

displacement of the ions due to poling and the polarization of the fundamental beam

,.were both in the horizontal plane. The contribution of the SH signal with polarization

in the vertical plane arises out of the randomly oriented microcrystallites and domain

wall scattering. The influence of the randomness of microcrvstallites may be accounted

f'or in a similar manner for diacetylenes as has been discussed by Berko\ic et al (19).

The contribution from domain wall scattering is more complex since correlati.-n bezeen

.c.mas lea2 t an inease in the. sc re intensity when a Bragg ccndition is fulfiied

SThe in: -ence :.f dom:'ain scattering and effe.z: of laser polarizations on the SH inte.s:t,

may be eval:a'ed along similar lines as for Triglycine Sulfate studied by Dolino et al

A similar variation in the hysteresis was observed on delayed recording and the

contrast ratio was comparable to the parallel polarization case. In Fig. 3 (b) we see an

asymmetry in the SH signals of positive and negative applied fields with a greater signal

on the negative poling side is observed. This is due to the remnant polarization field Ep

opposing the external field Eo and so the second harmonic intensity is proportional to (

I E. + Ep )2. This was however not seen in the parallel polarisation (Fig.2b) case.

In conclusion, we have report EFISHG in the ceramic PLZT of composition

9/65/35 which has a quasiferroelectric (with oc - # transition) behavior. The contrast

ratio achieved was 20:1 which can be improved by putting a layered dielectric on the

I
- 0 -I



surface allowing iiigher applied fields. Besides EFISHO other non-linear optjZi.

techniques such ais F\" 11, multiphlotin 2b~rto nd stimulated4 5sca-ering 1ax 2 C

I tO Stu, t., e elIecti fiel Irduc pa tras:@' 0 r e:

quaiferoecticcera2mics. The l2ae observed sec ond harmionic signa!idcaeta

these materials may be important for electro-optic: applications. Highly-orien:ed thinl

film materials wIlI enable a much more systematic study of this phenomenon.- such

studies are2 underway.

This wvork wvas partial!,, supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research!.
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Abstract

We report deposition and characterization of highly oriented thin-film PLZT

U (28/,0/100) on fused silica substrates by rf-planar magnetron sputtering. The quadratic

electrooptic effect gives a birefringence of An - 0.018 at an applied field of 39 kV/mm.

Optical modulation at a switching speed of < 3 ns (instrumentation limited) is achieved.

Results of optically induced decay of the birefringence in these films are also reported.

I
I

U• * Also with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Physics.
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IELECTROOPTICS OF THIN FILM PLZT

I A. Mukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck, and A. Y. Wu

Center for High Technology Materials

University of New Mexico

Albuquerque, NM 87131

I Ferroelectric materials are of great interest for a variety of electrooptic,

piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and nonlinear optical applications. These materials, in both

bulk and thin-film forms, have been used to fabricate numerous devices including

sensors, memories, optical limiters, and optical switches [1-5]. Thin films of these

materials are especially attractive due to the potential for monolithic integration with

I electronic and optoelectronic devices and systems. In addition, thin-film materials offer

the potential for increased speeds, reduced voltages, and enhanced efficiencies. The

family of optically transparent lanthanum-doped lead zirconate titanate (PLZT) materials

have found numerous applications in optical devices [1]. Bulk PLZT materials have been

used for optical storage [2], protective limiters, and spatial light modulators. Thin films

I of PLZT have been used for binary waveguide switches [4,5]. These quarternary

materials, PblxLax(ZryTiz) Ix/4 0 3 usually represented as PLZT (x/y/z), are known to

exhibit large electrooptic effects [5]. For the same applied field, the birefringence of

PLZT (28/0/100) is several times larger than that of LiNbOs , a material in widespread

use for optical waveguide switches (3,61. Future applications of these materials depend

I on improved film quality and improved understanding of the electrooptic and nonlinear

optic material parameters.

I
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I There have been several reports of the growth of PLZT thin-films,

predominantly, epitaxial growth by sputtering on SrTiO , Al 20 ,3 and MgO substrates (cf.

Ref. 3 and references therein). Here, we report, for the first time, the growth of highly

oriented PLZT (28/0/100) films on fused silica substrates by rf-planar magnetron

sputtering. Characterization of the electrooptic properties of these films including:

I electrooptic coefficient, very fast (- ns, instrumentation limited) electrooptic switching

speeds, and optical-intensity dependent photorefractive decay of the birefringence are

also reported.I
PLT films were prepared using a 17-cm diameter planar magnetron sputtering

3 system. The sputtering target was pressed PLT powder with an excess of PbO.

Sputtering media was an ultrahigh purity oxygen and argon gas mixture with a ratio of

02 /Ar ranging from 0/100 to 50/50 and a sputtering pressure varying between 5 and 10

mTorr. An optically polished fused silica substrate was maintained at 500 - 600 *C

during the deposition using a resistance heater. The deposition rate was about 1000 -

1 2000 A/hr for a rf power of 100 - 200 W. After deposition, X-ray diffraction scans

showed highly- oriented growth with a (100) direction normal to the substrate as shown

in Fig. 1. Note the absence of any additional X-ray peaks. The absorption edge,

3 measured by optical transmission, is at 370 nm and the material is transparent

throughout the visible - near infrared spectral region. The refractive index measured at

I 632 nm was - 2.5.

It has been reported by Haertling and Land [I] that an electric-field induced

reversible structural phase transition (paraelectric <-> ferroelectric) occurs at room

temperature for PLZT of compositions 9/65/35 and 28/0/100 and that these materials

I have large quadratic electrooptic coefficients R leading to a strong birefringence,

I
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I

An = -(1/2) n RE2

These initial investigations were focussed on the composition 28/0/100 due to the

relative ease of deposition of a film with uniform composition [3]. Planar interdigitated

electrodes (30 nm of Cr and 300 nm of Au) having a separation and width of 8 jm were

evaporated on 500-nm thick films of PLZT(28/0/200) grown on fused silica substrates.

Birefringence was measured in transmission through the film with the electrodes

oriented at 45* to the polarizer/analyzer axes. The (field on) / (field off) ratio of

I transmission at 514.5-nm wavelength at an average power density of 10 kW/cm2 through

crossed polarizers versus electric field is shown in Fig. 2. A dominant Kerr or quadratic

electrooptic effect was seen. The birefringence (magnitude) of 0.018 at an applied field

of 39 kV/mm was estimated from the rotation of polarization through the film. For the

same field strengths, the linear birefringence of LiNbO3 is several times smaller. From

I this data, the quadratic electrooptic coefficient R was estimated to be 0.06 x 10-16

(m/V)2, in agreement with the value given in Ref. [3]. Using Glan polarizers with

extinction ratio 105:1 the (field on) / (field off) ratio achieved at a field of 39 kV/mm is

40:1. At fields greater than 40 kV/mm, electrical breakdown in the electrodes was

observed.I
Optical switches based on electrooptic birefringence modulation in a total internal

reflection (TIR) configuration in channel waveguides fabricated from PLZT thin films

on sapphire have been reported by Wasa et al [5] and Higashino et al [4]. They reported

low drive voltages (4.7 V) and multi-GHz speeds. Here we report optical switching on

i propagation perpendicular to the film plane [7]. The experimental set up is identical to

I
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that used in measuring birefringence i.e. beam propagating perpendicular to the film

through an interdigitated electrode pattern. A pulse generator comprised of a charged

I transmission line and a mercury switch generated voltage pulses of up to 5 kV with a

rise time of - 2 ns. The switched voltage pulse and the transmitted optical pulse are

shown in Fig. 3. The upper trace shows the applied voltage pulse (85 V) of width - 75

ns and a risetime of - 2 ns. The lower trace shows the transmission as detected by a

fast avalanche photodiode with a characteristic rise time of 3.5 ns. The time delay

I between the traces results from the transit time of an extra length of cable and is not an

intrinsic effect. The response is clearly instrumentation limited. Note also that the

turn-off time of the birefringence follows the turn-off of the voltage. This rapid decay,

comparable to the rise time, is advantageous for many applications. The undershoot of

the voltage pulse is due to cable reflections. The fast response in these thin films is in

I sharp contrast to previous results in bulk [81 (10 jus - 100 ms) and in thin-film memory

applications [9] ( - 50 ns). The improvement in temporal response may be due to

improved material quality, so that the dominant effect is lattice distortion rather than

domain wall reordering. Ultrafast measurements of the PLT response are being pursued

in our laboratories. Clearly PLZT thin films offer very fast speeds, high contrast, high

I damage thresholds (no damage was observed at 5 GW/cm 2 ) and integration capabilities

with existing Si and III-V semiconductor devices. With these attractive features PLZT

thin films should become an important material for integrated optic applications.I
Photorefractive phenomena have been observed in a wide range of electrooptic

materials [10]. These are manifested as a space charge field that builds up across

illuminated regions. Many studies have been reported on photorefractive effects in

multiple-beam grating experiments such as two-beam coupling and four-wave mixing.

These phenomena also occur in single beam experiments where the space charge field

I
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I
builds up on the scale of the beam diameter rather than on the scale of the grating

period as in the multiple beam case [111. Because the induced space charge field opposes

I the applied field, the result is a reduction of the observed birefringence [12-14].

I This optically induced decay in the birefringence is shown in Fig. 4. A 100-

MHz train of 70 ps pulses at 532 nm was focussed at a peak intensity of 50 MW/cm 2

(average intensity 350 kW/cm 2) between a pair of planar electrodes. As before, the

I transmission of the beam propagating perpendicular to the film through crossed

polarizers is shown. A voltage pulse was applied resulting a field of 7 kV/mm in the

material. The transmission showed the typical very fast rise, instrumentation limited in

Fig. 4, but decayed in a ms timescale. The field was applied at t = I ms and maintained

to beyond 10 ms. The birefringence decay can be attributed to the optical generation of

I free carriers, their drift and diffusion in the external field and trapping at impurity sites

causing an internal space charge field Ei opposing the external applied field. Ei

increases until a uniform current flows across both the illuminated and unilluminated

I regions of the film. The fact that Ei does not cancel the external field can be seen from

the remnant birefringence at long times. The optical origin of this decay process was

I evident from a strong laser intensity dependence of the decay rate.

I A similar decay is observed for the electric-field induced second harmonic

generation in these films; a strong dependence of the decay rate of the second harmonic

signal on the incident laser power density is observed. A detailed study is being carried

I out on the intensity dependent generation of space charge fields resulting in the decay of

both the field-induced second-harmonic generation and the birefringence, since both

phenomena depend directly on the optically induced space charge field.

I
I
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U
In conclusion, we report the deposition of highly oriented thin films of PLZT on

fused silica substrates. The quadratic electrooptic effect in these films results in a

birefringence of 0.018 at an applied field of 39 kV/mm. Instrumentation-limited

response of the electrooptic effect was found to be _s 3.5 ns. Optically induced decay of

birefringence due to photorefractive effects in these films is also reported.

U
I
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I

FIGURE CAPTIONS

I Fig 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of PLZT (28/0/100) thin films on fused silica

* substrates.

Fig 2. Field on/field off transmission ratio through crossed polarizers at 514.5-nm

wavelength versus applied electric field.I
Fig 3. High speed switching of electric-field-induced birefringence. The upper trace

shows the applied voltage pulse (85 V) and the lower trace shows the

3 transmission through a 500-nm PLZT (28/0/100) film between crossed polarizers.

I Fig 4. Optical field induced decay of birefringence in presence of the applied electric

field. The time-averaged incident laser intensity at 532 nm was 350 kW/cm 2.

I
I
I
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DC FIELD INDUCED SECOND- HARMONIC GENERATION IN
PLZT 9/65/35"

A. Ntukherjee, S. R. J. Brueck and A.Y. Wu
Center for High Technology Materials

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131

Centrosymmetry of molecular aggregates having a center of inversion can be
broken by applying an external DC electric field and even-order nonlinear optical
processes can be studied. Electric field induced second-harmonic generation (EFISHG)
has been studied in centrosymmetric polydiacetelene (PDA) to investigate resonant
enhancement of X(3) (- 2w-wwO) and two photon generation of carriers1 and determine
the phase and value of XP) (-2w;w,w,0) 2. EFISHG experiments have also been reported
on molecules in solution to study the molecular environment 3 and influence of carrier
substituents4. In this paper, we report the first EFISHG measurements in optically
transparent, ferroelectric oxide PLZT (La- doped lead zirconate titanate) ceramic
materials.

PLZT has a perovskite structure with a transition metal (Zr or Ti) at the center
surrounded by an oxygen octahedra with Pb or La at the corners5 . Due to a strong
electrooptic effect, PLZT materials have been used as shutters, modulators, memories
and other devices'. PLZT is stoichiometrically written in x/y/z notation where x stands
for the atom percentage of La, and y/z for the zirconium/titanium ratio. Selected
compositions of PLZT were studied by Haertling and Land 6 who demonstrated that the
composition 9/65/35 having quasiferroelectric (neither true ferroelectric nor true
paraelecrtric) behaviour was interesting from both scientific and application points of
view. At room temperature, PLZT 9/65/35 undergoes an electric field induced
reversible displacive phase transition a to , where a represents a cubic paraelectric

phase and f a distorted cubic ferroelectric phase 7.

The EFISHG measurements were carried out on a 9/65/35 PLZT wafer of
thickness 0.6 mm at room temperature and in an air ambient. A hysteresis behavior of
SHG signal versus poling field was observed. The contrast ratio achieved was 20:1 and
the area of the hysteresis was seen to decrease to a 'slim-loop' if the SH signal recording
was sufficiently delayed after applying the poling voltage, the sample remaining
irradiated by the fundamental beam.

The 1.06jum modelocked pulse train (82 MHz, 130 ps duration pulses) from a cw-
modelocked YAG laser served as the fundamental beam. A polarization rotator and a
Glan prism were used to select a linearly polarized fundamental beam of variable
orientation. A beam of 3W average power was focused ( 50,um diameter) at 45* angle of
incidence on the region between two planar electrodes on the surface of the wafer. The
SH signal was observed along the specular reflection direction. A lens was used to
collect the SH light and focus on the active area of an uncooled photomultiplier tube.
An IR blocking filter, an interference filter, and a polarizer were used to select a
linearly polarized component of the SH signal. Conventional photolithographic and
metalization processes were used to deposit 30 nm of Cr and then 300 nm Au strips as
electrodes on the wafer surface. The electrodes had a gap of 60Am and were 1.5 mm
long.

The poling was started with a positive voltage from OV to 360V and down to OV
in steps of 20V. At each step there was a delay, At, between the application of the
poling field and the SHG measurements. The same procedure was followed to trace out
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the negative poling branch. For the same set of polarizations (fundamental and SH) two
sets of data were taken, with At= Is (Figs.la and 2a) and 30 seconds (Figs.lb and 2b).
Fig. I shows the EFISHG traces with both fundamental and SH polarizations being
parallel to poling field and Fig. 2 shows the traces with the fundamental beam having
parallel polarization and SH having perpendicular polarization with respect to the poling
Sfield.

From these data we see that there is a small SH signal at the starting zero poling
field. Though the sample is nominally in the a (cubic) phase it is not strictly cen-
trosymmetric because of polar microregions associated with lattice defects, impurities
and local deviations from stoichiometry. We see that the SH intensity increases quadrat-E ically as the poling field is increased. This is consistent with EFISHG as a third order
process with the SH intensity being proportional to

12W C X(3)(-2w;w,w,O) E)Eo 1 2

where E. is the fundamental field and El is the local DC electric field. The quadratic
dependence of I~w with the fundamental intensity was also confirmed. Weak saturation
behavior can be seen at the maximum poling voltage of 360V ( ~ 60kV/cm). Though
the saturating poling field is much higher than this, a further increase in poling voltage
caused arcing between the electrodes. This could be avoided with an improved sample
preparation and the addition of a dielectric layer on the surface allowing higher poling
fields and greater contrast ratio. On decreasing the poling field to zero the SH intensity
was a little higher than the starting value. This may be due to the remnant 3 - phase
resulting from strains induced by poling. The decrease of the area of hysteresis on delay
time is analogous to the 'slim-loop' behavior of dielectric hysteresis reported at higher
temperatures 8. If the poling circuit was suddenly opened, it was observed that the deca'
of the SH intensity took about 30 seconds under irradiation with the fundamental be.m
and several hours if not irradiated. This is possibly due to photoinduced conductivir,
and needs a more detailed study to fully understand this effect. Field-induced
birefringence measurements in the same configuration will also be reported.

In Fig. 2 we see an asymmetry in the SH signals of positive and negative poling
fields. This is because of the remnant spontaneous polarization resulting a residual
polarization field E P opposing the external field Eo and so the local field El becomes
proportional to ( E0 + E ) for the negative poling. This was not seen in the parallel SH
case (Fig. 1). Also in ?ig 2. we observe a shift in the minimum of SH intensity away
from zero poling field.

In conclusion, we report the first measurements of EFISHG in ceramic PLZT
9/65/35. A minimum contrast ratio 20:1 was observed. We have grown highly oriented
thin films of PLZT on various substrates in our laboratories and results on these
materials will also be presented. In addition to EFISHG, other field-induced nonlinear
optical processes such as FWM, stimulated scattering, and multiphoton absorption are
being studied in these thin films.
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recticn normal to the substrate. Planar interdigi-
The maler-al gives large nonl-'ear optical effects tated electrodes (30 nm of Cr and 200 rim of Aul THH3 Sensitivity of Iwo-core fiber coupling tc
whnich can compare with. 2-methyl-4-nitroanime were evaporated on the films. Filmis were also tight-induced defects
(MNA).' Optically transparent anid mechanically deposited! on Si and Alz0 3 su05trates.SLEBE . .OCiAR.
stable bulk crystals of -4 X 10 X 10 mmn were To demonstrate the electric-field-induced bire- M. A. SAIFI. Y. ISFEGH.OLC AR7
prepared by solution growth with precise tempera- fringence. the films were sandwiched between ANDREW M. WEINER. M. J. ASDREJCO. Bellcore.
ture control over one month. The principal axis5 crossed polarizers with the electric field oriented 331 Newman Springs Rd. Red Bank, NJ 0770 1-
directions and cleavage plane are shown in Fig. 1. at 450 with respect to the transmission axes of 7020.
X-ray diffraction analysis shows that the crystal both polarizers. The field-on/field-off ratio of The nonlinear directional coupler based on the
beongs to the point group m. space group Pc with transmission of an Ar-ion laser beam (514.5 rim) intensity-depenident refractive index is a potentially
a = 15.898 4. b = 7.158 Ak. c = 5.983 A, and 3 = through crossed polarizers vs electric field is important device for all-optical signal processing
97.19*. The second harmonic Polarization P is shown in Fig. 1. The electrooptic effect showed a in ultrahigh bit rate communication networks.
given as dominant Kerr effect, and the qluadratic electroop- Since it was originally proposed by Jensen' saver-

tic coefficient was estimated to be 0.6 X 10-16 (m/ al applications as a logic gate, pulse compressor.
Pofe +PdES Ed E+ d Ea+ 2d,,EE, V)1, which i nareetwt h au siae n pia rnitrhv enpooe.I'liv y I2 u -i nareetwt h au siae n pia rnitrhv enpooe.I

in Ref. 1. Note the birefringence shift of An = dual core optical fiber nonlinear directional cou-
=, 2rJ2 44E, + 2d,2E.E,. -0.018 at an electric field of 68 ky/cm. The pler, all-optical switching in the femtlosecond re-

P, =dE!,+d' + d, + +djE switching speed measured is shown in Fig. 2. The gime has been demonstrated.2 It is well known4~ ~ 2dEf~ upper trace shows the applied voltage pulse (85 V) that for complete power transfer in the linear ro-
of -75-n3 width and -2-na rise time. The lower gime. the two cores of a directional coupler should

The cleavage plane Is used tor SHlO and refrac- trace shows the transmission as detected by a fast have Identical propagation constants and a length
live index measurement. From elllpsomefitric avalance photodlode with a characteristic rise time preferabfy equal to one couipling length. The
measurements combining the cleavage plane (nor- of 3.5 ns. The time delay between these traces is matching of the propagation constants can be ob-

ow othe yaxls) with the fast growth plane (normal due to thre cable transit time" and is not an Intrinsic tained by fabricating a two-core fiber with identical
to me zaxis), the anisotfropic refractive index along effect. Clearly. the response Is instrumfentation core and cladding parameters. Switching is then
ftprincipal axis has been determined, limited. Note also that the birefringence follows achieved by perurbing the coupling with the mInen-

0-Oswitched Nd:YAG laser (X - I 064 ;Mm) was the turn-off time of the voltage, being comparable sity-dependent change in th refractive index of

used for second harmonic generation. It was to the rise time is advantageous for many applica- the input core.
found ftht the figure of merit of this crystal for the lions. The higher speed of operation is espected We report on a smrrall but discernible peirmanrent

* Component d., is -400 timnes larger than il., of in these films, and measurements are under way to change in the refractive ide% of the germania.
LiNbO) establish matlerial limitations dolpid silica glass fiber "tbec-o, to high 'iteish.

The anisotropic abserptionr edge ofl trie rirrvstai The first measurements of eiectric-od.induced! femtosecornd pulse-, at 620 sri we e the
advantageously extenuls to thou w region as %rij,,,ri secow, fwrmonic gene'aion in theso, filns are rorwacive ride. change is ass-ctated or eerak
in Fig 2 For light poiarrreil parallel to the *a. s t shown in Fi 3 The lundansental beisi was a qerrn~ania relatedOefect centers The defect ee.
shows a slightly larger abst~Zorti ?han for ortriogr. train of minode-lockwd t 0 6 ..sm pulses of too-ps Ilateil change in the refractive n'SIC, has -Pen 'er:
nai Polar tZ d fignt The coarser cleaved s5.o face duration and 82.Mpiz repettion rate The second oignized. since reflectior" gratnri;s sin ,crmanid.
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NOVEL WAVELENGTH -RESONANT For a medium nonuniform alongt the resonator axis direction
OPTOELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND ITS ii.the intecrated -min (;4' is eiisen b
APPLICATION TO SUR FACE- EMITTING
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

to, i ,i(:i -in: * a

__________________ ________________________________- '.ihre I- j thJe res.,rtor leneth ..jii : and ni:iare lonzit udinal
'si ~p-~m e. cli.'m sks h~n profile-; of matoerial gain and refractise inde\. and /*is the

dnd1T1mb :. c:,.ne _tiiC :,, .u~t!in !. ccrinagnc Th ree-space ise1kleneth of the standing s% ase. For a uniform
~tad~~ .t:1 v''C m~uii-i dscibe. he miulni. the Integral (eqn 1 vises (,*b)t L1 2. that iN only

-OruureC'>- S...........:di rs~paed t OtC hlt W-"I the akail.&he material gain :s utilised. Consider noss
the ofsttii 'elected otircal transition in quanturn-
%%elk' Thi-. r-oi; ;' c.i2'2lcii\ alo% the amphifntg or Periodic airn medium illustrated in FiR. 1. ksith single
ab,;orhine, met ;u~iritumi Akelk to coincide %kith the jiianttum %%ells separated b% , 42n_2 %%here i is the
peXaks ot r-.it: lh ! opica; tick! in the Fabrk Perot reritse tte' of spacer material tkte ignore here the phase

tca 1it% IIis inc gainoabrpin hilt inthe QiiA, shokkn in Ft.2. (;1/. has aresonance at

I tthetits eported. tLIe tera kocon nme teadb -a Teisriation I - o

fa rct ticoittr laCri teG~

of a standing ,: mi kac-. .kit 'h in amplifking or
* absorbing seniicondLcior me11dium. rhis interaction is not spa- - .-

* tiallv uniform. but[ i. troncst at the antinodes of the --

stan'ding-ksave optical hedand sanishes at the nulls. Thus, if
for example the mnedium is aiplifkincL. the carriers located in- ---

the vicinits of the aninode, aire depleted bN the interaction.--
while excess carriers tna% accumulate around the nodes. This _________________

problem wa.s instgae in the earl% days of semiconductor ---

lasers' as a possihle ntechatiiim for their multimode oper-
ation. EBen t hoULe h fast carrier diftfusion restores spatial Flig. 2 mncratt ro,lodt!1t: qai .21 p.-rio'I zdis on tonsI rimj oft siniuh-

snl-rqenlie"h! -cncrated. To eliminate this problem. '20

wepooehere a ness% maltilayer structure that maximises - 5 Asells 6- 0 6t eh,
thceim.ain '- :niiztecarriers to the antinode 3') 'Act I

regions. In ampltf.\rL thie %ek2sill also reduce the ampli-
fispontaneous em:'si-n tASE, due to carriers otherssise the re-.onant %kasceine improses ksith the increasie number

present near the nodes. In particular. wec apply this concept to of* QW lakers. This is analogous to the situation %here the
demonstrate that surface-ernitting iSEt lasers with reduced resolution of a grating is improsed by illumination of a larger
threshold can be biuilt and %ke report successful operation of' irca (more lines). Away from the resonance. Gl.) approaches
optical pumped -\ GaA . SE laser, the limit of N.'sq L_ 2. same as for the uniform-gain medium (N.

at and L, are the number of QW layers. gain, and thickness
Derice concept. C(j1N;der *i multilaser structure which of each QW. respectivel, ).At the resonant wavelength the
involves a series of %er\, thin layers (quantum wel(separatcd integzrated gain coefficient G(I.,l is a factor of two larger.

b~y relatively thick spacers, ats shown schematicalls in Fig. 1.
The bars represent single quantum wells or groups of multiple .Stifr/act emitting laser: The proposed structure has potential
quantum wells kept %cry close together. For the interaction for applications in various optoelectronic devices such as

with light to he limited to the quantum well (QW) medium, lasers. amplifiers, modulators, low threshold optical bistable
the spacer thicknes.. has to match one half of the selected switches. photodetectors. etc. In the remaining part of this
wavelength in the medium, corresponding to a particular letter, we demonstrate its usefulness for vertical-cavity SE
transition in the QW. Moreover, the phase of the reflected lasers. Previously reported vertical-cavity SE lasers'- 4 suffer
w ave from the material surface must be such that peaks of the from high thresholds and low efficiencies caused by short
standing wave optical field coincide with the periodic QW active-cavity lengths (typically a few pmi). significant ASE in
medium. the direction transverse to the lasing axis, and lack of confine-

ment of carriers and optical fields.
A,2 4s1  Apart from enhanced integrated gain, the proposed struc-
- - ture has additional appeal for SE lasers because it reduces the

* * * I I ~ASE. Since the spacer medium around the nodes of the optical
I I Ifield contains no free carriers, the spontaneous emission loss isiiLID reduced and longitudinal spatial hole burning is eliminated.

I I Experiment: As an initial demonstration of the wavelength-

- ,'xj'~~2 .'resonant structure, we have fabricated an MBE-grown GaAs,/
* ~ '~ 2 - ,AlGaAs SE laser cavity consisting of 32 GaAs 10nm thick
3 ~ ,~'A, ~''quantum wells separated by l12Onm thick Al0.2,Ga 0 .?As

/ - '-'spacers. The top end AIGaAs spacer, on which Al coating was
F ig. I Scrhematic diaciram (if* periodu ktrut iure to; enh/ance Iteraction, deposited to increase the reflectivity, had 60 nm thickness to
.'etween fidfg41e~ici :'dii J~tI'm~ri'saccount for the phase change of reflected light. The Al-coated

is resonaint ktamserith in *p.iccr ieitin side %%ias bonded to at piece of glass for support and the GaAs
subhstrate was rcmoved hN standard selectise chemical etching

To illustrate the effect of the periodic OW medium on inter- sS hich stopped at an AlAs G;aAs short period superlattice The
action with a -1anding-%%asc pattertn sse consider the case of total thickness oif the processed sample tand the length of V- 11

apiigmediuim in it 1-.ir Nro il1 cas ity tan analo- %%st~ ~as -4 Ijim. It is worthsshile ito point out that the
gous argument Lould hc presented for albsorptise mcdiumi structure doe% not act as a distributed feedbatck laiser. calcu.
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, tions includine the effects of refractise index and eain %ield Conclusion.%. We have described a new optoelectronic struc,-
th total re co t maller than 1' .. lure which enhances the interaction betskeen a standine-\kj,,e

The- (:-rcture %%aS Opticall\ Pumped using a lO I-l pulsed optical field and charge carriers. A factor of t-.o improsecment
d.e l~r opran at bOnm. with a 7 ns pulsewxidth. A in ganasorption is predicted. We implemented the design to

nrchroavr a used to separate the pump beamn and a fabricate a surface-emittine Ga.A, Al~ia-As laser and has eI photmruI:!P1!Cr s emnpto~ed for detection. Experimentall\ demonstrated the lasing action b% optical pumping rbhe total
deternnred ftc!shoid for roomn temperature lasing wAas 6 MW thickness of the structure .% as -4 3 amn %kith cumuliti'e

'I W : ttu ioemonstrated a semiconductor laser %kith actise-mediunt lengith of onl> 3211 nm. svhich is theL shortest
~acti,.e inedium lenut h of onl%' 320 nm: previousl%. the eser reported.

htI s t-_porved ienitth %as I-Smr for a multiple QW actise
rcvin ' shosk) both room temperatu! e and 77 K data .4,knowledymntis. We thank Dr. William Streifer Of Spctrai

w~ell aboe threshold. B,. comparing with absorption spectra. Diode L aboratories, for his raluable commens. This Asorl %,as
partially supported b) thle U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific
Research.
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I Surface-emitting, multiple quantum well GaAs/AIGaAs laser with
wavelength-resonant periodic gain medium
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Sandia National Laboratories. P. 0. Box 5800. ,41buquerque, New Mexico 87185

(Received 18 May !988; accepted for publication 23 August 1988)

A novel surface-emitting semiconductor laser with a vertical resonator, extremely short gain
length, and enhanced gain at a specific design wavelength has been demonstrated. The gain
medium consists of a series of GaAs quantum wells separated by AIGaAs spacers whose
thicknesses are chosen to be one-half the wavelength of a particular transition in the quantum
wells. This structure forces the antinodes of the standing-wave optical field to coincide with the
gain elements, enhancing the gain and frequency selectivity in the vertical direction and
substantially reducing amplified spontaneous emission. We have achieved optically pumped
lasing with a threshold of 6 MW/cm 2 at room temperature in a molecular beam epitaxially
grown structure of thickness 4.3 pm, of which only 320 nm provided gain.

Semiconductor lasers which emit from the surface'" GaAs quantum wells (active regions) separated by passive
rather than the end facets hold promise for monolithic op- AIGaAs spacers. The spacer thickness is A /2, whereI toelectronic integration,5 optical chip-to-chip interconnec- A( = 2 o/,) is the wavelength of room-temperature emis-
tion, and for high-power large area two-dimensional arrays. sion from the quantum wells propagating in the AIGaAs
GaAs/A1GaAs and other ternary and quaternary III-V medium (i.e., A0 is the free-space wavelength corresponding
compound semiconductors are most attractive for such ap- to a selected transition in the GaAs quantum wells and J is
plications. Realization of these systems, however, has been the AIGaAs index of refraction at this wavelength). In this
impeded by the limitations of existing surface-emitting (SE) geometry, the periodic MQW gain medium is aligned withi laser designs, particularly the high thresholds and low effi- the antinodes of the electric field of the standing-wave pat-
ciencies of devices with vertical (normal to the chip plane) tern set by the FP cavity. When the MQW period is matched
resonators. These problems are mostly due to the short to the emission wavelength, there is no possibility oflongitu-
length of the gain medium (- 2 jum) compared to the trans- dinal spatial hole burning because the gain medium coin-
verse dimensions, lack of carrier and optical confinement, cides with the peaks of optical field. The spatial overlap inte-
and the generation of competitive amplified spontaneous gral between an optical field and the gain elements is
emission (ASE) in the transverse direction. On the other enhanced in the vertical direction at a specific wavelengthI hand, the short cavity length ( - 5p m) of SE laser results in determined by the period of the gain medium, hence the gain
a large Fabry-Perot (FP) mode spacing which favors single in this structure is both anisotropic and wavelength selective
longitudinal mode operation of these devices, which should favor single longitudinal mode operation. The

In this letter, we report a novel GaAs/AIGaAs opto- usual spatial average over a squared sinusoidal function to
electronic structure which optimizes the overlap between determine the effective gain along the resonator axis does not
the gain medium and the optical field of a selected lasing apply to this structure, which results in a factor of two en-
mode. The result is an anisotropic and strongly wavelength- hancement in gain coefficient compared to conventional SE
selective gain medium; the gain for the selected mode is en- lasers. Moreover, since there is no gain medium between the
hanced over other longitudinal modes and ASE in the trans- peaks ofelectric field of the lasing radiation, the ASE around
verse direction is substantially reduced. Consequently, the the nodes of standing-wave pattern is eliminated which will
efficiency will be higher and the lasing threshold lower than result in higher external efficiency. This new design should
in a conventional double heterostructure or multiple quan- then improve considerably the performance of SE lasers.
turn well (MQW) gain medium of the same length. Our The particular structure used in our experiments con-

i preliminary data for pulsed dye laser optical pumping at 77 sisted of 32 10-nm-thick GaAs quantum wells, separated by
and 300 K confirm these expectations. Al0 25 Gao.75 As spacers each 120 nm thick grown by molecu-

The most important feature of the new structure is that lar beam epitaxy. To account for the phase shift of reflected
the position of very thin active regions is arranged such that radiation the thickness ofthe end spacer wasA /4, with an Al

* they coincide with antinodes of a vertical standing-wave pat- coating deposited to enhance the reflectivity 7 to R, = 75%.
tern at the lasing wavelength. Figure 1 illustrates the struc- The device was then epoxied Al-side down onto a glass slide
ture schematically, with the black lines representing the and the GaAs substrate was removed by standard mechani-

A cal polishing and selective chemical etching techniques. A
M" Also wih the Departmen of Physics and A.ironomy, Universiiy o New 20-period superlattice of alternating 2.5 nm AlAs/GaAs
Mesico.

" Also with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Uni- layers was not removed by this process. The output mirror ofi seruty o" New Mexico the vertical cavity was formed by the uncoated sample/air
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of surface-emitting MQW laser structure with 0
wavelength-resonant periodic gain medium. Thick iines represent GaAs 780 790 800 810 820 830

quantum wells. A is the wavelength of GaAs quantum well emission propa-
gating in the AlGaAs spacer medium. WAVELENGTH(nm)

FIG. 3. Lov,-intensity cw photoluminescence from the SE laer structure
using 514.5 nm Ar-ion laser excitation at (a) 300 K. 71 W,'cm: and (b) -7

interface, with R,=30%. The total thickness of the pro- K, 3 W/cm-. Heavy- and light-hole excitonic peaks are indicated.

cessed structure was -4.32 pum as confirmed by the FP
mode spacing observed in transmission spectra. Figure 3 shows cw photoluminescence (PL) data taken

Figure 2 shows a room-temperature intensity-transmis- at room temperature and 77 K using an A-ion pump sou e
sion spectrum of an uncoated sample (no Al reflector) for
the region between A 1000 and 700 nm. Clear n = 1, 2, at 514.5 nm which excited a few quantum wells near theth rgobewe 100ad70n.Cern=12, surface of the sample. Prominent features of the room-tern-

and 3 electron-hole excitonic features are exhibited at s ur e Pt s pe r m nen featron-heavy ole -

A = 858, 815, and 762 nm, respectively. Also apparent are perature PL spectrum are n = 1, electron-heavy hole exai-

FP fringes whose separation can be used to estimate the tonic peak with superimposed FP modes. At 77 K, heavy-

I thickness of the entire structure. hole (I e-hh) and light-hole (I e-h) peaks are clearly
i resolved. The width of the heavy-hole excitonic peak ( 1.8* Optical pumping studies were carried out using a cwAr- meV at 77 K) agrees with the recent theoretical calcula-

ion laser and a pulsed tunable dye laser pumped by a fre- t Th q l a nd uifori t theostructureaisula-
tions.' The quality and uniformity of the structure is evi-

quency-doubled Q-switched YAG laser, while a mono- denced by the absence ofany structure at the peak. even at
chromator, cooled GaAs photomultiplier. and a com- 01 nm resolution. The splitting between heavy-hole and

puter-controlled data acquisition system were employed for 0.1-ho rsition . e (5 n hetole and
detection.light-hole transitions is -9.5 meV (5 nm). close to the pre-
d mJicted value based on the envelope function approximation.'

The PL data obtained using a cw dye laser pump source at
710 nm, which excited all 32 quantum wells, showed a re-

7markable uniformity of the quantum wells without any no-
. 7 0 ticeable broadening over the restilts shown in Fig. 3.

60- Lasing was achieved at 77 K and at room temperature
when the device was pumped with 7 ns pulses at 10 Hz fi om a

50 tunable dye laser operating at 680 nm. Figure 4 shows emis-

z 50 sion spectra at 300 K for increasing pump pulse energy, be-
.0
r 40 ginning just below the lasing threshold. The progression

40 from broadband spontaneous PL to stimulated emission at
3 =1 n = 2 and n = 3 subband transitions is evident. The PL spec-

z n=2 trum near the threshold is much broader than at low excita-~-3
* 20 tion levels as a result of band-filling effects. A sharp transi-

tion from broadband spontaneous PLto stimulated emission
10- -AIGsAs was observed at - 140 nJ pulse energy (corrected for reflec-

Absorption Edge tion from the sample surface and the window losses) Since
0 the pump pulse was focused into a - 20 pm spot. the room
700 800 900 1000 temperature threshold intensity was - 6 MW/cm' At 77 K

WAVELENGTH (nm) lasing occurred at a co, aparable threshold energy. hut tht

FIG. 2. Specirophotometer scan of the laser structure bonded ta micro- lasing transition involved n - I suhbandh. '.,srknlt

scope slide. with the GaAs suhstratc remo ed. Electron-heak % hole CX0. at this temperature clo el% ma cht pt- l ' .r, .,i

tonic feature , corresponding to allhwed quantum state% are indicated gain medium.
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I posed of alternating ) /4 sections of AIGaAs. Such a struc-
h! l ture would have unique quantum optical characteristics.. 18 nIn summarv, we have fabricated and demonstrated the

( SigO.05 operation of an optically pumped surface-emitting GaAs/
AlGaAs laser with a vertical resonator. This laser features a
series of GaAs quantum wells separated by half-wave

IC AIGaAs spacers, with the resulting anisotropic and highly
290 nJ dispersive gain medium. Such a novel structure offers several

x 0. 5 potential advantages over comparable bulk devices, notably

I V . lower threshold, higher efficiency, reduced spontaneous
. -A - x 2emissioa, better spectral and power-handling capabilities.

The total length of the active medium was only 320 nm,
700 750 800 850 900 which to our knowledge is the shortest ever reported for any

WAVELENGTH (nm) laser. Various means of reducing the room-temperature
threshold of 6 MW/cm2 for pumping at 680 nm are suggest-

FIG 4 Emiion pectra of the SE laser structure pumped using 680 nm ed. This structure also has potential applications as low-
line of a pulsed dye laser (I0 Hz with 7 ns pulse duration) at different pulse threshold high-speed optical bistable switching device and as
energie . a periodic gain medium for correlated spontaneous emission

lasers. i" We are in the process of fabricating similar struc-
tures with integrated high reflectors grown as epitaxial mul-

Further reduction in the threshold is possible by incor- tilayers of AlAs and AIGaAs between the substrate and the
porating high-reflectivity stacks, possibly epitaxially grown SE laser structure. We are also investigating electrical

at the same time as the gain medium "'" which will improve pumping schemes for this novel surface-emitting laser.
the ca\ ity Q at the desired emission wavelength. This will We are grateful to Dr. W. Streifer. Spectra Diode Labo-
also obviate the necessity for GaAs substrate removal and ratories, for valuable comments. We also thank Professor M.
hIonding to a supporting substrate. O. Scully and Dr. M. S. Zubairy, Center for Advanced Stud-

.V pointed out above, the alignment of the peaks of the ies. Department of Physics and Astronomy. University of
,,pical ,tanding-wase field with the half-wave-spaced quan- New Mexico, for helpful discussions. This work was sup-
:urn v .1 gain media reuhs in an optimal oxerlap integral ported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
bctxseen the la,ina mode and the spatial gain distribution in
,he \ertical direction and at the desired wavelength. The
usual sine-square averaging in calculating the overlap 'T Mehngailis. AppI. Phys. Leit. 6. 59 (1965).

betxseen a standing wave and a uniform gain medium is IS. Kinoshitaand K. Iga. IEEEJ. Quantum Electron. QE-23. 882 (1987).
th. P L. Gourle\ and T. I. Drummond, AppI. Phys. Lett. 50. 1225 (1987).
therefore absent, and the effective gain is increased by a fac- 'M. Ogura. W. lisin. NI. C. \Vu. S. Wang. J. R. Whinner;. S. C. Wang. and
tor of 2. This is confirmed by a simple single-mode density- J. J. Yang, Appl. Phys. Lett. 51, 1655 (1987).

matrix calculation " for our structure. 'H. Matsueda. J. Lightwave Technol. LT-5, 1382 (1987).

It is important to recognize that the wavelength-reso- "J. Nitta. Y. Koizumi. and K. Iga. Technical Digest Conference on Lasers
and Electro-Optics. San Francisco, 9-13 June 1986 (Optical Society of

nant SE laser described in this letter is not a distributed feed- America, Washington. DC. 1986). paper F04. p. 382.
back (DFB) structure.' : Predominantly, this is because the 'H. A. Macleod. Thin Film OpticalFilters (Adam Hilger, London, 1979).
quantum well gain regions are very thin relative to the opti- p. 74.
cal wavelength. A straightforward calculation of the power 'D. A. Broido. E. S. Koteles. C. Jagannath. and ). Y. Chi, Phys. Rev. B 37.

2725 (1988).
reflectivity induced by each quantum well shows that the "F. Laruelle and B. Etienne. Solid State Commun. 65. 565 (1988).

reflectivity is only - 4 x 10 . with main contribution due to "'M. Ogura. T. Hata. N. J. Kawai. and T. Yao, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 22. L 112

gain rather than the real part of the refractive index. Thus (1983).

the reflectivity is only 1.2% for all 32 wells and the cavity is "See. for example. M. Sargent Ill, M. 0. Scully, and W. E. Lamb, Jr., Laser
Physics (Addison-Wesley. Reading, MA, 1974).

dominated by the end mirrors and not by DFB effects. It is ' H. Kogelnik and C. V. Shank. J. AppI. Phys. 43, 2327 (1972).

interesting to speculate on growing a similar structure com- ''J. Krause and M. 0. Scully. Phys. Rev. A 36. 1771 (1987).
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MOCVD GROWTH OF GaAs/AIGaAs in the mirrors, while maintaining active region pumping effi-
WAVELENGTH RESONANT PERIODIC GAIN ciency. Finally, for electrically pumped diodes, it will help
VERTICAL CAVITY SURFACE-EMITTING confine injected carriers to the QWs and adjoining
LAS ER AIGa, _As layers.

M Material growth. Epitaxial layers were grown at 100 torr H a
Indexing terms: Semiconductor lasers, Vapour deposition horizontal MOCVD reactor at 725-C in hydrogen. The

carrier flow was 10sim. Trimethylgallium (-10 + 0.1'C) and
The first allemiconductor GaAs/AIGaAs vertical cavity trimethylaluminium (17 + 0-1"C) from CVD Inc.* were used
laser incorporating wavelength resonant periodic gain layers with arsine from Phoenix Research Inc." as reactant sources.
grown by metalorganic chemical vapour deposition is report-
ed. The optically pumped structure exhibits a threshold of The metalorganic sources were maintained at 880 ± 3 torr
050 at 852 nm for 720nm pulsed excitation and energy independent of process pressure and monitored by capac-
conversion efficiencies up to 6%. The output linewidth is itance manometers. The growth rate was 50 nm/min except inI04nm FWHM with single longitudinal mode oscillation. the QWs, where it was 40nm/min. The V/11 ratio was main-
An output of 0-43 ni(-6OmW) is demonstrated at 300K. tained at 50 (62-5 for QWs). A 20s growth stop was incorpo-

rated into each interface in order to change flows. The
Introduction: It has recently been reported' 2 that a resonant reaction chamber was etched at 900'C in HCI vapour prior to

periodic gain (RPG) medium is useful for reduction of thresh- each run. A rectangular flow channel and inclined susceptor
old pump requirements in vertical cavity surface-emitting was used to achieve thickness uniformities of +2% over 90%
lasers (VCSELs). Previous reports" have been based on of a 50 nm diameter substrate.
materials grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). However,
the use of metalorganic chemical vapour deposition Characterisation: Materials were characterised using room-
(MOCVD) as a growth technique for these, and related struc- temperature photoluminescence at 5 kW/cm2 HeNe laser exci-
tures,3 is desirable owing to its characteristic accelerated tation and IR reflectivity using a spectrophotometer. Optical
growth rates and high-quality optical device materials. In this pumping of the device structure was carried out using an
letter we describe a new laser structure grown by MOCVD experimental set-up which has been reported elsewhere.' The
which incorporates both distributed feedback (DFB) and the input pump energy takes into account loss due to the focus-
RPG medium to form the active region, while epitaxial multi- sing optics and surface reflection. Conversion efficiency was
layer reflectors (MLRs) provide cavity mirrors. The consider- determined using a calibrated Si photodiode.
ations for successful materials growth of VCSELs
incorporating the RPG with DFB, as well as preliminary test
results, are reported. experiment

Design considerations: Several important considerations must
be made. First, the periodicity of the RPG must match half
the lasing wavelength ;, which, in turn, must match the gain
of the n-- I QW transition. Secondly, the MLRs must be
designed such that the reflectivity peak aligns with o.
Thirdly, the phase of the optical standing wave, fixed by the
optical thickness of the 159 MOCVD layers, must allow the
amplitude peaks (antinodes) to spatially overlap the QWs of C
the RPG. These conditions place stringent demands on
material uniformity and reproducibility. The optical thick- theory cavity
nesses of the DFB and MLR layers should be 14Ao, where x0  mode
must be within the tolerance of the gain spectra which is
typically less than + 5 nm. This translates to a layer thickness
tolerance of ±0.6%. Excessive deviation from this will result
in unacceptably high thresholds due to gain mismatch. Also,
the MOCVD material must be capable of providing QW het-
erostructures with high quantum efficiency, and smooth and
abrupt interfaces. We use the periodic nature of the gain
layers to provide additional DFB as shown in Fig. I. The 750 850 950
MLRs are designed to provide 99-7 and 99.95% reflectivity wavelength, nm [YffTrI
for the output coupler (right) and reflector (left), respectively.
The centre layer of the RPG medium provides a A thickness Fig. 2 Experimental and theoretical curves for as-grown device truc-
needed for aligning the optical standing wave to the RPG.
This structure incorporates another unique feature important Results and discussion: Careful calibration of the individual
for both optical and electrical pumping applications. The layer thicknesses consistently led to periodic structures with
larger Al mole fraction in the mirrors increases the bandgap the reflectance peak centred at o. The result is that 40-50%
by several kT at room temperature over that in the active of the wafer area has a 4o which falls under the allowable gain
region. This allows for a reduction in optical pump absorption spectra of the QWs. The final device structure has the reflec-

30 periods 20 periods 20 periods tance spectrum shown in Fig. 2. The cavity mode is seen as a
|_ small dip in the theoretical reflectivity curve. The experimental

3.60,-- -0o 00 curve shows good agreement with theory, with some loss in
40 2 0I Iresolution. This is due to the I cm 2 measurement area, over
SI 3,40 b j - 02 5 r which thickness nonuniformities of ±02% become signifi-
(U.- cant. The lasing threshold for pulsed excitation was deter-

S3 00- -1 00 a mined for various pump wavelengths as shown in Fig. 3. The
E threshold is the point at which a sharp peak (-0-4nm
0 FWHM) was observed to clearly dominate over the sponta-

neous emission background spectra. The pumping threshold
... .. attains a minimum value at 720nm, which is between the

0 1 2 3 . 5 6 7 bandgap energies of A1o. 2oGao.gsAs and Al0.25Gao., 5As. This~optical thickness, A

Fig. I Illustration of RPG/DFB VCSEL * CVD Inc., Danvers, MA, USA

Also shown is optical field intensity corresponding to cavity toode t Phoenix Research Inc., La Mesa, CA, USA



ciency is -6% at 0-43 nJ output power. The small loss of
pumping efficiency due to absorption in the MLR and trans-
mission through the RPG/DFB region has been taken into

C "account. The laser linewidth did not broaden significantlyjI with pump power. It is expected that both the efficiency and
threshold will improve substantially, when transverse optical
and carrier confinement is achieved and the spot size is
reduced for injection pumped structures.

Conclusion: A novel GaAs/Al.Ga,-.As vertical cavity
surface-emitting laser with resonant periodic gain combined

I with distributed feedback is demonstrated. The MOCVD
growth process exhibits the high degree of control and repro-

.1,ducibility required for thickness and composition control to
within less than 1% over -45% of a 50mm-diameter sub-
strate. With a cumulative gain length of 200nm and a

or pumping threshold of 0.5nJ at 720nm for a 25/um spot, the
680.0 697-5 715.0 732.5 750.0 device exhibits a single stable longitudinal mode output at

pump wavelength, nm 2 ' 852nm with a 0.4nm FWHM, and conversion efficiencies up
Fig. 3 Threshold pump energy for different pump wavelengths to -6%. Further experiments are aimed at demonstrating

MOCVD grown, RPG/DFB VCSEL; pulsed dye laser, 25,um spot 300 K CW operation or injection pumped devices.

0.5 Acknowledgment: We thank Min Juang and Kang Zheng for
their help with the MOCVD crystal growth, and J. Mclnerney
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HIGH-EFFICIENCY CW OPERATION OF
O6 MOCVD-GROWN GaAs/AIGaAs

VERTICAL-CAVITY LASERS WITH
%66 fiv trosmitefsRESONANT PERIODIC GAIN

L~a on
In 16 7lndexing terms: Saimicon.1uctor lasers, Refractioe index pro.

files, Vapou deposition

A GaAs/AIGaAs vertical-cavity surface-emnitting laser with
resonant periodic gain has been grown by metal-rganic
cheia vaou dption. T1he as-grown structure exhibits

16 : w w n optically pumped CW threshold below 15mW at 300K
- and a single-ended power efficiency up to 45%. Fundamental

10 AL__________ i. 9 Gaussian and higher-order modes are observed with spectral
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t the potential for planar diode fabrication. stAble single-mode RPG are designed to provide retiectivities of 99 94 00 5 Conclusioun A GaAs A.
oscillation. low-divergence circular output beam. very small periods on the GaAs substrate) and 99 

7
1. (N5 periods termni- emitting laser with resinasz

area and simple estendabiliti to 2D arrays. It his been nating in ain for the high-reflector And output coupler. respec. SIOC' D. OPtIC3ll% pL17
proposed: and recenilh demonstrated'' t hat a resonant tively. The increased Al mole friction in the mirrors iFig. 1Itrshl up oe

periodic gain IRPG) medium is useful for reduction of thresh- reduics the optical pump abvorption while mAintaintng active 1.4mW and0 7 A.respect,
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Abstract-A novel surface-emitting semiconductor laser structure suited for fomiin,- tw.o-dinmensional arrays. These prob- Ga.
wit a vertical ca iti. e trem e l short gain m ed iu m length . and en- l e s a e m s ~ u o s o t a t v - e i n l e nth - t

hanced gain at a specific design wavelength is described. The active lesaemotydetosaiatiergo ior

* length of a particular optical transition in the quantum %%ells. This spa of carrier and optical confinement. and the generation of RP
tial periodicity allo%%s the antinodes or the standing "%ale optical field competitive amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in the spe
to coincide "%ith the gain element-;. enhancingt the frequeticv seltectiv it'.. transverse direction. On the other hand. the short cavity- SeI increasing the gain in the vertical direction by a factor of t%%o com- lengths (-5 Aem) of surface-emitting lasers result in large per
pared to a unifornm medium or a nonresonant multiple quantum %%ell,
and suhstantiall% reducing amplified spontaneous emission. Optically Fabry-Pdrot mode spacings which favor single longitu- par
pumped lasing Nlas achieved in a GaAs/AIGaAs structure grown 1), dinal mode operation of these devtces. grvI molecular beam epitiax. %%ith the shortest gain medium (31 1m)ni ever Vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers developed so far are
reportedl. Variou-; other optoelectronic devices %%hich depend on the have exhibited inferior performance as compared to con-

inerctol etsenanelctimanci sanin sae ndacarir ventional edsie-emittingz laseri.. This has led to the intro-
population distribution call also benefit from this concept.

dIrction of alternative geometries whereby the active re-
gions are configured in the same %%ay as in etige-emittimne

1.ITOUTOslasers. but the radiation is directed to'.'ards the surface Stu'
I. NTODCTO\either by 45 " mirrors [ 121. [13] or by second-order dis- sor,

I CE\IICONDLCTOR la ers 'A hich emit from th o tributed Bra~ye reflectoirs [141-[ 161. While omle of* the!,,- spa
S tpt\a ufc I]~Jrte hnfo h n desig2ns have been successful in achiex inc lovv threshold. St.!:tepic. , r than frorn the en .d high elicienc\.adlreotu %e.thifbicimeV
facets are or considecrabk: interest for a variety ot .appli- in n ag utu oe.ter arcto xI cations such as monolithic optoelectronic integrated cir- involves rather complicated proces -ine_. In contras, the
cuits [9]. optical chip-to-chip interconnects, optical logic vet% lcvt sufc eIttr ierc Ioelll hI ~ ac
dev.ices [l101. and high-pover large-areca twvo-ditmensional packn,:st.lre mtig ra.bte emua-nitv unconstrained arrangemnent of emitters. and planar a-da..* arrav , [11). Progress in the development of these sys- terio wthasbtcpoesngndn-arpobte
tems. howvever, has been impeded by the limitations of tsig u
existing surface-emitting laser designs, particula .rly the I n this paper, we describe implementation of the novel i.diu;

*high thresholds and low efficiencies of devices with ver-
ticl (oral o he hi plne reontor, hic ae wll concept [17]-[191 of a vertical-cavity resonant periodic gen
ticl (orml o te cip lae) esoatoswhih ae wllgain (RPG) surface-emitting laser with a uniquely engi- St r

neered gain medium which affects the fundamental phys- theI Manuscript received October 27. 1988: revised January 27. 1989. This ical processes taking place in the device. This design cre- v 4 reg
work was supported in part by the U.S. Air Force Office at Scientific Re- ates an optimal overlap between the periodic gain medium P$ ph
search and by the National Science Foundation.
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the resonant mode is enhanced over that of other longi- HR Costing

tudinal modes, and ASE in the transverse direction is sub-
stantially reduced. Consequently. the lasing threshold X. 2 Spaces -,

should be lower and the overall power efficiency higher
than in a conventicnal double-heterostructure (DH) or -
MQW gain medium of the same gain length. Our prelim-
inary data for pulsed-dye-laser optical pumping at 77 and p .u n

300 K confirm these expectations.
In Section II, the concept of the RPG medium is de- Ouantum Wells

scribed in some detail and its potential is examined for i. Schematic diagram of a resonant periodic gain (RPG) structure de-
several optoelectronic device applications, with emphasis signed to enhance the interaction between a standing-wave optical field

on vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers. Fabrication of and a charge carrier distribution. The thick lines represent localized gain
GaAs/GaAIAs vertical-cavity RPG lasers and of conven- regions (quantum wells), and X, = ,//, is the resonant wavelength in

the spacer medium.
tional structures used for comparative study is described

in Section III. Section IV considers a combination of the
RPG medium and a high-Q Fabry-Pdrot resonator, with space) at which the interaction of the optical field with
specific examples of structures described in Section III. the gain distribution is maximized. As indicated in Fig.
Section V presents. interprets, and discusses various ex- 1, the thickness of each spacer (approximately Xr/ 2 /A,
perimental results using our prototype devices. A com- where It, is the refractive index of the spacer material) is
parison to conventional surface-emitting structures is chosen such that the entire structure has an optical peri-
given in Section VI. Finally, a summary and conclusions odicity of X,/2. For a properly designed structure, X,
are presented in Section VII. should correspond to a particular transition in the quan-

turn wells. In addition. the end reflectors of the cavity
II. DEVICE CONCEPT should be placed so that the antinodes of the optical stand-

tng-wave field coincide with the wells.
Man% optoelectronic devices utilize interaction of a The structure described above has several advantages.

standing electromagnetic wave with an amplifying or ab- First. since the gain medium only exists at the peaks of
sorbing semiconductor medium. This interaction is not the standing-wave optical field. the spatial overlap inte-
spatially uniform, but is strongest at the antinodes of the gral between the optical field and the gain elements is en-
standing- wave optical field and vanishes at the nulls. For hanced in the vertical direction (normal to the quantum-
example. if the medium is amplifying, the carriers located well planes) at the resonant wavelength determined by the
in the vicinity of the antinodes are depleted by the inter- spatial periodicity of the gain medium. Hence. the gain
action, while excess carriers may accumulate around the in this structure is both anisotropic and wavelength selec-
nodes. This phenomenon was investigated in the early tive. Second. charge carriers generated or injected tend to
days of semiconductor lasers [20] as a possible cause for remain within the quantum wells and cannot accumulate
their multimode operation. Even though fast carrier dif- in the spacer regions, thus eiminating the possibility of
fusion restores spatial homogeneity, the gain of the me- longitudinal spatial hole burning. Combined with en-
dium is not fully utilized when single-frequency light is hanced spectral discrimination, this should ensure stable
generated. To eliminate this problem, a new multilayer single-frequency operation, provided that the transverse
structure has been proposed [17]-[19] which maximizes modes can be controlled, possibly by built-in index steps
the modal gain by confining the carriers to the antinode or by an external cavity. Moreover. loss of carriers
regions. In amplifying media, this will also reduce am- through spontaneous emission is considerably reduced be-
plified spontaneous emission (ASE) due to carriers oth- cause the spacer medium around the nodes of the optical
erwise present near the nodes. This new design is partic- field contains no free carriers: this should result in a lower
ularly attractive for vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers, threshold and improved overall power efficiency.
leading to considerably improved performance. In partic- The RPG laser structure also offers the possibility of
ular. it should reduce the threshold and may well turn out increased differential quantum efficiency. especially for
to be an important step towards achieving the room-tem- materials in which Auger effects or other nonradiative re-
perature CW operation of electrically pumped devices, combination processes are significant. Even though the

The most important feature of the new structure is that carrier density in an ideal laser above threshold remains
the position of the periodic quantum-well active regions clamped at its threshold value, the presence of nonradia-
is arranged such that they coincide with antinodes of a tive effects which are superlinear in the radiative recom-
vertical standing wave pattern at the lasing wavelength. bination rate will cause lower quantum efficiencies at
Fig. I illustrates the RPG structure schematically. with a higher carrier densities. The RPG structure permits lower
series of localized gain regions separated by relatively threshold carrier densities. with correspondingly lower
thick passive spacers. The gain regions. represented by carrier loss (leakage and nonradiative recombination)
thick lines, consist of single quantum wells or groups of rates.
quantum wells kept very close together. The spacer thick- In recent years, extensive use has been made of MQW
ness determines the resonant wavelength (X, in free semiconductor heterostructures for various optoelectronic
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I devices in which light propagates in a direction normal to £ sSOL

the planes of the quantum wells [211. The concept of a . 60 wells gr
resonant periodic gain (or absorption) active medium can Puso.
be applied to these devices, offering promises of im-
proved performance. Promisin, candidates include arn- 25' , we,,s

plifiers. modulators 1221-[251. wavelength- and phase- 30 wells -- v-

sensitive photodetectors [26], bistable etalons for low- <5w----------hL

threshold optical switching [27]. saturable excitonic ab- 700 750 B00 850 idI
sorbers for mode-locking applications [28]. self-elec- WAVELENGTH (nm)

trooptic-effect devices (SEED's) [291. and nonlinear ele- Fig. 2. Integrated relative gain spectrum G( X) of RPG medij consisting
ments for wave mixing [30] and phase conjuation. In f~o various numbers of single quantum wells separated by half-wave

spacers. each designed for f. = 25 nn. G X is normalized so hatlu
each case, the spatial overlap integral between the stand- gL.. the gain coetficient for a single QW. is unity. de

I ng-wave optical field in the resonator and the MQW ac- me
tive medium is of primary interest, as it is this quantity flu
which determines the effective interaction length and ber of quantum-well layers, a situation analogous to the

* hence the threshold and overall efficiency of the device, resolution of a grating being improved by illumination of
It follows that optimization of this overlap integral at a a larger area which includes more grating periods. Away
specific design wavelength is extremely important, from the resonance. G( X) approaches the limit of

The fundamental quantum optical effects of resonant Mg, L/2, equal to the integrated gain in a uniform gain
periodic gain (or loss) structures are also interesting to medium (M, gi, and L, are the number of quantum-well
contemplate. One fertile area of study is modification of layers, gain, and thickness of each quantum well, respec- the
spontaneous emission spectra in lasers and other high- tively). At the resonant wavelength, however, the inte- DL
power optoelectronic devices. For example. the RPG grated gain coefficient G( X,) is enhanced by a factor of the
structure can be used as the amplifying medium for a cor- two compared to a conventional medium of equal gain rat
related spontaneous emission laser [31]. It is also possible length. ne:I that the periodicity in the refractive index may inhibit Apart from enhanced integrated gain, the proposed a:
spontaneous emission as well as suppress ASE. A tre- structure has additional appeal for surface-emitting lasers a"
mendous reduction in the threshold of semiconductor Ia- because the gain anisotropy reduces the ASE. As dis-

i sers has been predicted as a result of inhibition of spon- cussed above, the effective gain coefficient at the resonant A.
taneous emission [32] in artificially engineered structures wavelength in the vertical direction is twice as high as that
with full three-dimensional half-wave periodicity in the in the transverse direction. It folio% s that the transverse
refractive index of the active medium. ASE is reduced by a factor of two. so that the RPG laser p11

* To illustrate the effect of the RPG structure on the in- has a reduced. threshold and increased overall power eth- do,
teraction between a standing-wave electromagnetic field ciency compared to conventional structures with nonre-
and the active medium, we consider a spatially inhomo- sonant 2ain media.

* geneous amplifying medium in a Fabry-Prot cavity, not- It is important to recognize that the RPG laser is not a
ing that an analogous argument holds for an absorptive distributed feedback (DFB) structure in the usual sense of
medium. Since the medium is nonuniform along the res- [2), [33] because the quantum-well gain regions are very

I onator (z) axis, the integrated gain factor G( X) = gLer thin relative to the optical wavelength. A straightforward
- ~. All

(the product of the gain per unit length and the effective calculation shows that the power reflectivity of each quan-
gain length) of the structure is given by turn well is only -4 x 10-4, with the main contribution

due to the gain rather than the real part of the refractive for

2 G'X' index. For structures such as those described in Section
G(X) = jg(z) sin - 2 dz (1) 111 below, with -30 quantum wells separated by half- 2

- .. . - wave spacers, the detailed cavity calculations described 2
.where.X is the free-space wavelength of the standing wave in Section IV indicate some changes in the overall cavity K to

.optical field, L is the length of the cavity, and g (z), I (z) resonance due to multiple reflections, However, these are ..-, Th
are.the.longitudinal profiles of the material gain per unit small compared to strong DFB resonances. - -. ,

: j 3 .length and of the refractive index, respectively. For a uni- . "-lI . .Fo .h

- frm-mdium, the integral (1)' gives G( X) gL/2, that III. DEVICE FABRICATION

is, only half of the available material gain is utilized. All wafers were grown using a computer-controlled q

Consider now the periodic gain medium illustrated in Fig. Varian Gen II molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system, co

I, with single quantum wells separated by D = X,/ 2 , equipped with a reflection high-energy electron diffrac- (a
where IA is the refractive index of the spacer material (for tion (RHEED) apparatus, a residual gas analyzer (RGA),
simplicity, we ignore the phase shift in the quantum well). an infrared pyrometer, and a 2-in rotating substrate holder.
As shown in Fig. 2. G( X) has a resonance at X, which A transition chamber is situated between the introduction B.
enhances the available Lain. The discrimination against chamber and the MBE growth chamber which has a base

nonresonant wavelenmh improves with increasing num- pressureof6 x 10- torr with the roupIll and dopal

II
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sokir.ces. idlinfl, at 700"C. Unintentionally doped GaAs________SmasCa ae

or~ 1 111 thib >x tem is rout inel\ p-tN pe with residual 1111 - __OuAae*,-Wasre Space,
p'urity concentrations of 2 x 101" cml

:.~ polished 1I0) GaAs substrates were cleaned 1141 and_________ Well Wit 120s uam
I AIGaAs Spacers

they were transferred into the transition chamber (whichSutat
idles at I X 10-9 torr) where they wvere outgassed at

S250"C for I h to remove any H,0 vapor. The samples
ye . wer the trnsfrredint th groth hamer aterall Fig. 3. Schemtiic diagram of a RPG laser wafer, which was crown on a

ve. erethe trasferedint thegroth hambr aterallGaAs substrate by MIBE.
di - fluxes had been established. Surface thermal oxides were

desorbed at 580-600'C and the substrate was heated mio-
inentarily to approximately 700'C under sufficient arsenic ;UBSTRATE JCPLAYER

flux to maintain a (2 x 4) surface reconstruction. Beam CA
fluxes were adjusted wvith an ion gauge in the growth po- MI

0 sition to achieve growth rates of - I Lm /h and - 3 Am /h
for GaAs and AlAs, respectively, at substrate tempera- 1P1~19~ asAGA

?N., tures T, < 675 0C. RPG (31 P)

All aluminum-containing layers were a-own at T, > a

e. 700'C to increase photoluminescence efficiency and avoid
CC . the forbidden region of GaAs/AIGaAs structures [351. 4H~ 11IY f
01Due to the nonunity stickinz coefficient of allum 1361 at 9III~

amthese temperatures. precise growth rates and Al incorpso- 14: P 10 2On F;WMOW (31 P)anration were very difficult to control: hence. the thick- b

sIfnesses and group III compositions of the layers varied by 3.7_m
a few percent. All samples grown in this study exhibited

.ers spcuilII surface morphologies.MH

3 4.Protorpe Structurc <4 - n

J ~ ~~The initial sample was fabricated to determine grow\th 1.P-1n
~rse parameters and assess the feasibility of the RPG surface-

emnittine laser design. The following unintentionallY Fig. S,:hcmatti, d".I!.7M Of thlree j\ e, ofi su. fjc-ernillnc la.er Nl.-:

ir- oped epitaxial lavers (see Fig. 3) were orown on an n fbricbated fo iamti\ L tud\ asRPG. (b MQsntndW.

GaAs ( 100) substrate: ( '7 gm ) and aci e mdi ( ' , 0 im i.~* Aneiml AIG .\( AIA.s mul-

1) a 500 nnm GaAs buffer. Wma~ cr hiuh rtlcior sNIHRj I 'iih W:2 periods is gro%,r n '.each GaA'

2e a hr pro superlattice consisting of 20 periods subsiratC.-

of~ 32emt . nm GaAs/AlAs layers.
aU3) 32periods of alternating half-wave ( 120 nm) structures. a second set of MBE-grown samples, shown

1a)Al 0.25Gao. 75As barriers and 10 nm GaAs quantum wells, schematically in Fig. 4, was prepared. Except for the con-
4) one quarter-wave (60 nm) AIGaAs layer to account figuration of the active medium (RPG, conventional

foth!hs sito elctdlgt n MQW. and uniform DH), the samples were otherwise
5) a 5 nm GaAs cap. identical. All samples were grown on undoped LEG GaAs

tif The V/111 flux ratios for these samples were typically ( 100) substrates. The V /111 flux ratios for these samples
'l 2.0-2.5. ranged from 2 to 4. To increase the cavity Q and simplify

vi A 300 nm thick Al film was deposited on the top spacer sml rprto.eiailmliae ihrfetr
are to enhance the surface reflectivity to RI 75 percent [37]. [4), [381 with 145 periods of alternating quarter-wave lay-

The Al-coated side was glued to a glass slide for support, ers of Al 04GaO.6As (61.4 nm) and AlAs (68.8 nm) were
and the GaAs substrate was then removed by standard mne- incorporated between the GaAs substrate and each active

chanical polishing and selective chemical etching. The structure. The RPG (a) and conventional MQW (b) struc-
output mirror of the vertical cavity was formed by the un- tures each contained 31 GaAs quantum wells indicated by
coated sample/air interface, with Fresnel reflectivity R, thick lines in Fig. 4. Each quantum well wvas 10 nm thick,
= 30 percent. The total thickness of the proccsscd sample while the half-wave Al1 25IGa1 15A spacers in the RPG
(and hence the resonant cavity length) was -4.3 gni. structure and the barriers in the MQW structure had thick-
while the total (lain length was 320 nmn. nesses of 109 and 20 nmn. respectively. The RPG activeC

I- reuion was clad with a quarter wave (54.6 nnii) of

ase 13 ruwe~frCni~neSu~A ,, _Ga, 7,As onl each side. \hle the conventional NMQW
'ro enable a direct experimntnal comparison of the RPG \ks sandwichied between twko I ,19 pml layers Of

laser to conventional DH -.nd NIQW surface-ernitngA,,.G, A. The DH samiple Mc had a 31 11111i hulk
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GaAs active region surrounded by tvo 1.69 pn laivers of 1oo -ISO
Al0 ,5Gao 7.As. All three structures had equall, long gain 7S 5e

media ( -310 i nm) and resonant cavities 1 -3.7 m .The 50
top A10 2, Ga) -.As la% er in each sample %as protected b,

25 -90 'a 5 nm GaAs cap. No reflective coating was deposited on 0I700S80
the top surfaces: hence, the reflectivit\ of the elitting 900 70 Soo i 8o 900
facet was - 30 percent for each sample. WAVELENGTH (nm)

Fig 5 Calculated power retiecti, it% and phae for j %a'e incident onto
IV. CAVITY CONSIDERATIONS Ihe short-period ;uperlattice of the RPG ,tructure of Fii 3.

As in all lasers, proper cavity design is essential for
low-threshold operation. This is particularly important for wkhere p, . u, are the respective (complex) refractive in-

i vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers where the very short dexes, E,-, and E, are the complex electric field ampli-
cavity length leads to widely spaced cavity resonances tudes for waves propagating in the positive Z direction (to

20 nm) which are comparable to the spectral width of the right for definiteness), and E_ I. E7 are the field am-
the gain. The growth of an appropriate resonant structure plitudes for waves propagating in the opposite direction.I is. of course, more complex for a quantum-well active The layers are numbered from the right to the left, with
medium where the spectral profile of the gain is a sensi- the fields defined at the rightmost edge of each layer. The
tive function of the quantum-well width. For an RPG total cavity reflectivity for waves incident from the leftI laser, the situation is even more critical since two condi- can then be evaluated by taking the boundary condition
tions must now be met simultaneously: that there is only an outgoing w.-ave in the medium beyond
1) the overall cavity resonance must match the quan- the right end of the cavity, and carrying out a straightfor- rest

I tum-well gain peak. and ward series of matrix multiplications to evaluate the in- exh
2) the half-wave spacers. the reflectors, and the phase cident and reflected fields in terms of this outgoing wave. feat

shift layers at the ends must ensure that the antinodes of A. Proope RPG Cavity belt
the standing-wave optical field match the position of thethe
quantum wells. Fig. 5 shows the result of this procedure for the proto- for
If the phase shift layers are not properly matched to the type RPG structure evaluated with the short-period super-

cavity resonance closest in wavelength to the gain spectral lattice as the input side (cf. Fig. 3. The complex refrac-
*peak. the effecive gain %kill It is tire index for the A coatintv eas taken as dea= 2.7i - ..

possible that the quantum wells might be misakenl\ Io- 8.31,[411. No alloivance tor okaelengrh dispersi)n k. .
cated at the intensit\ nulls, resulting in nearly zero usable made in an% of these reflectivit% calculations. The refrac- mI ai!! tive index was taken as 3.64 for GaAs. 3.45 for the
We start by presenting a simple technique for calculat- All i3GaO 7As. and 3.0 for AlAs. Actual indexes %Vili. o' no

ing cavity resonances and reflectivities. applicable to ca'- course, vary due to wavelength and material variatiom,, usi:I ities with multilaver reflectors as well as simple metallic as well as due to the effects of gain and carrier densitic, roc
or dielectric overlayers. Next. this calculation is applied in the pumped cavity. Nevertheless. these calculations tve
to the RPG laser with an Al end mirror for which exper- provide valuable insights into the properties of the RPG app
imental results are gyiven in Section V. Finally, cavity cal- structure when placed in a resonant cavity. Note that the we
culations are presented for the three structures (RPG, con- calculated resonances are relatively broad. This is due to hoic
ventional MQW, and DH, all with multilayer reflectors) the poor cavity Q factors: the end reflectivities are 75 per- nm
compared experimentally in Section VI. cent for the AIGaAs-AI reflector and 30 percent for the topSshort-period superlattice-air interface, yielding a round- hlA. Method of Cavity Calculation trip reflectivity product of only - 23 percent. The varia- pro-

Many textbooks on thin-film optical filters present tech- tions in depth and width of the resonances are a manifes- theI niques for the calculation of complex reflectivities of mul- tation of small distributed feedback effects, but these n
tilayer dielectrics [37], [39], [40]. The approach used for effects are relatively minor and do not strongly modify the ; exc
the calculations presented here is simply to express the cavity Q near the resonant wavelength of 820 nm. .ill
fields at each layer (j + I) in terms of the fields at the " "" the
Prevou s layer( j ) and the optical phase shift ,lj in tray- C. Comparison toConventional Caities rqua
ersing thejth layer: Fig. 6 shows similar calculations for the three struc-

tures used for comparative study as described in Section
,I+t  I, + - e, ] , E/ + Ill. The top trace (a) is for the RPG structure, the middle

Aj trace (b) for the conventional MQW, and the bottom traceI _ (c) for the DH structure. The resonances are somewlat
-"," --sharper than those in Fi. 5, as a result of the higher re-

olecti\ity oif he multilye r reflector but the cavit fincscThe
remains lowk\ for all three structures. The variatio Ini the(2i) two resonances near 825 nhi for the RPG ca %i is IhC The
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I 5 0700 800 900 1000
so. :0 WAVELENGTH (nm)
25; -90 Fig. 7. Roorn-temnpcraiure spectrophotonicter Ncan of the RPG laser struc-

0------- -180 Lure bonded to a microscope slide. %%ith the GaAs %ubstratc renio~ed.
700 750 800 850 900 Electron-heav hole excitonic features correspondii_, to allowed quan-

WAVELENGTH Inm) turn states are indicated.

Fig. 6, Calculatecl~ e ce~cc,,vitv and phase or three tr"jctures F, e.
4. The incident wave Is on the cap layer side.

the bandeaps of the quantum well and spacer materials.
*result of small residual DFB effects. The RPG structure respectively. and A E,, is the height of the potential barrier

exhibits a dispersion-like behavior with anti- reflection for band ot. Various parametcrs used in the calculations.3 features at higher frequencies and increased reflectivitv are given in Table 1. The total bandgap discontinuity be-
.:eokheresonance. Detailed analysis of the cavity and twveen GaAN and Al.Ga, - As at roomi tenperaiure has

II he Lain miedium under pumnped conditions is necessary been determn-ined from the following ex\pression [-'81
for optimial design of these comiplex multilayer devices. ~F= . ~ .>

V. E\t'EtItxttTAL RFSLLTS wh ich fo r x = 5perc:ent 11t2 n nF S me. The

A.Tr~tm .i !Sp)cclro rattlo of' conduction co %alenc:e K~do,"et i: a' tken a,,
5'Preparation of RPG sa.mple', for tneasucenn of' ttrat1 65 : 35 (491. 1-501: he~ice. -A E > ieV anJ 2 E

mtiston spectra u~ing a !spectrc photorreter required that 110 me\V. For the .AIGa.As con,>:o!,Wn alnd %1, ,1kidth
r 'he GaAs subs trate be removed. The bare Samples (\xith use d in the structure. three bound sTates are allo%%sed for

f no Al reflectori \\ere bonded to supporting glass slides electrons in the conduction band. fi\e states for heavy
usie canocrvateadhsiv. Ft. s holes in the valence band, and two states are allowed forusn2caomlt deie .l! 7 so\ws a typical l..thes(eTae11.IsoudbntdtatiisecSroom-temperature intensity transmission spectrum be- lih oe seTbe11 tshudb oe hti snc

tween X = 700 and 1000' nmi. Three stron2 transit ions essa ry to account for the nonparabolicitv effects in order
appear at X =S58. S 15 and 762 nmi. respectively, which to predict the existence of the nt = 3 bound state in the

we asig to he xcitnicconduction band. For detailed analysis of the experimen-we ssgn o heexctoicabsorption (electron-heavy ta
hole) associated with the n = 1. 2. and 3 subbands in 10 ta ata, we have adjusted the quantum-well thickness to

nm tickGa~ quntu wels 12].Thearrws earthe obtain the best fit. The result of 10.5 nm aorees well with

Ctop of Fig. 7 indicate photon energies for electron-heavy th crsal rowthecraib ratssion f a 105 nmnighole transitions calculated using the envelope- function ap- A smarp dhecrese in asmision neA0 ar 73s Alsnoi2proximation [431 Including nonparabolicity effects. Within mparkst t onset ofabeetsortio bry- a frgso
the excitonic bindino energies (estimated as - 8 meVfo apretalngwveghsreFryPofigs

2t for[]an whose separation can be used to estimate the thickness ofI 41 n decreasing as I/ ./n for higher levels). the theniesrcu.Teobrvdepainof-1rmexcitonic features in the transmission spectra agree weil tenirsruue.Teoevdsprtono 18n
with the calculations. The nonparabolicity is included via Ive aiylnt f-. m nareetwt h
the energy-dependent effective masses which for the jr~t aaees(f eto l-)

quantumi well are expressed as 145) B. P/wlo/uininescence Specit
,ni,( E) = n,,J0) ( I + El,) (3) Optical pumnping studies of various coated (Al on one

side) and uncoated samples wverc carried out using a CWand w hich for the spacer material are gIvNen by Klsr nA-updC y aeadaple

EtF ',( 0) II-(AF - F IE., (4) tunable dye laser ( 10 Hz repetition rate. 7 ns pulsewvidth
pumiped by a frequency-doubled Q-s\s itehed Nd: YAGI rhe uh,Lript (a represents, conductilon. hea\\ hole, -or laser. The d~ e lasers " h I)SmqS ,ji e dissolved in eth-

It, ht hole hand. tit- 0) and m ,f 0O) are the bulk etlectise lecne Li ~col \%ecrc tuniable trom - 0'0 to M 5 nm - A I3 mjsSes at the correspondingv hand edges. E_, and E,, are mI doo'blI: nionoc 11roinatot %%,I w~ued tor s-pectiral aitial~sis.
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TABLE I
PAR AM.ETFRS Lsf- D 1 C ALCL_%oi oP tION \EH \i.Wi- i'. F ~ R~) 1500 300K P.

- 1000- k.. ?1W

Quarn-,)Wdl Nt.Iceri& spac:er Ntacn!
Parank'te- GA M, , -A Retercnc.' 500

*letron mass 0 067m", 0 0881n, Pil 0 700 740 80 80 860 900
Hev hole nis. .5n,,l5n, S

zLigtzh hole mi s 0.09-n", 0. losm,, 401 S2 1500- 30KP
*Band-ap at 300 K 1,45 eV 1. 78 e% (n ..- or

_J 1000- 2,.

TABLE 11 500-

CALCLLA.TED ENERUi LE\,ELS IIN 11eV IFOR 10.5 nmi ThicK 0
GaAs/A,) ,.jGa,) ,As QLANTcsi %ELL 700 7407 780 820 860 900U WAVELENGTH (nm)

Enery L~d lecron Heay Hles Ligt Hles FiL. S. Room-temperature low-intensity CW PL spectra from the RPG laser
structure. (a) 5 14.5 nm AK' laser excitation. (b) 7 10 nm dye laser pump.

n = 27 5 17.5 The pump intensities I,,. corrected for coupling losses, are indicated on
n u= 2 102 20 68 the plots.

n=3196 43. 5 -

11 = _ - 74.5-
ii5 08.5 - line width and the spliting between heavy and light hole i

U excitons (531. The heavy hole and light hole peaks asso- i

while a cooled GaAs photomultiplier and a computer-con- ciated with it I subbands were clearly resolved at 77Itrolled data acquisition system were employed for detec- K. The width of the heavy hole excitonic peak ( 1.8 meV
tion. The experiments were performed using a wide range at 77 K) agrees with recent theoretical calculations [541,
of excitation intensities both at roomn temperature and at The splitting between the heavv hole and light hole tranU77 K. The diameter of the pumped spot (20 jtm) was sitions is - 9.5 meV ( 5 nm). close to the predicted value
deter-mined by scanninq the beam through a narrow slit, based on the envelope function approximation [43].
All values of pump intensities and pump pulse energies Fig. 9 shows representative roomn-temperature emission
given in this; paper are corrected for coupling losses and data from the RPG structure obtained with a CW dye. laserI refl ections from the sample surface. pump operating at - 710 rim. The pump intensities in Fig.

Fig. S displays CWV photo]umninescence (PL) data fromn 9tal. INI are - 10 and -7-6 OV, cm.i respeci e!\ .Cown-I the RPG laser structure under low-intensity excitation at pared to Fig. 8. band illimz effects tPL extendiwz further
room temperature. The PL response to irradiation by the towards the shorter waveleneLth side) are evident. The

51.5 nm line of the Ar- laser is shown in Fig. 8(a). The modulation of the PL spectra is due to the modeN of' the,
absorption coefficient of the spacer material at this wave- Fabry-Pdrot cavity formed by the Al-coated surface an..:I length is estimated from GaAs data [511 shifted by -IE, the uncoated GaAs,'air Interface. Due to the short gaiin
as 5 pm-1 giving a penetration depth of 200 nm. Thus' length and low cavity Q. the lasing threshold was quite
only a few quantum wells near the surface of the sample high and these intensities were still considerably belowIwere excited. The whole structure (all 32 quantum wells) threshold.
could be excited uniformly with a 710 nm dye laser pump
since the absorption coefficient of Al0 .25Gao. 75As at this C Lasing Action

waelength is - 0.9 im- (penetration depth of - 1. 1 Lasing at both room temperature and 77 K was achieved
pmas estimated from GaAs data [52]. The correspond- [181 when the device was pumped with 7 ns dye laser t

ing PL spectrum is shown in Fig. 8(b), with the pump pulses at a 10 Hz repetition rate. For uniform pumping of
mintensities indicated in the figure. A prominent feature of the whole structure, the dye laser was tuned to - 680 nni
*each PL spectrum is a strong excitonic peak at 852 nm wavelength (penetration depth in A10.25Ga0 .75As estimated
-corresponding to the n = I electron-heavy hole transition as -0.8 pm [51]). Fig. 10 shows a series of emission

in the 10 nm thick GaAs quantum wells. On the short spectra at 300 K for increasing pump pulse energy, be-Ewavelength side, the spectrum shows emission from light ginning just below the lasing threshold. The pump ener-
hole excitons as well as small contributions from higher gies are indicated directly in the figure. The progression
energy levels. The results obtained using CW dye laser from broad-band spontaneous PIL to stimulated emission
excitation at 710 nm [Fig. 8(b)) are almost identical to at the itn 2 and n = 3 subband transitions is evident. Fiji
those shown in Fig. 8(a), without any noticeable broaden- The subbands were identified by comparing to the trans- - r
ing of the PL peak. This demonstrates the high quality mission spectrum of Fig. 7. Emission around 820 nin (11Iand remarkable uniformity of the quantum wells, also evi- =2) corresponds to the resonant wavelengith selected in,
denccd by (he absence of an%, structu re at the peak. even the desion of the strututtre. E-mission at -745 nmi is A- M
at 0. 1 nmi resoluuioni. tributed to (lie hihcr dcnsitv Of states at til it sb 2.

We have also used similar lo%%-irnnsitv excitation ait hand transition. resulting in higher miaterial oin M large ul.U77 K to study exc ilonic para meters suc h ats the transit ion carrier densities. In fact, in a conventllional quanto nl- CII Si.
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the rootii-teniperature la~ing threshold ifltellsit\ was - 6
.0MW c(11- While laimin, at 77 K wajs achieved at a1 con,-

.0:,'parable threshold pukse energ%. it occurred at 810 rnm.
corresponding to the transition involving, the it = I sub-
bands 1531. Due to the temperature dependence of theIt bandgap, the wavelength of the nt = I transition at 77 K

-A more closely matches the periodicity of the gain medium.
=Fig. I I shows the integrated output of the it = 2 and n

0 70 So 840 ago3 subband transitions in the RPG laser as a function of
pump ergy. The observed behavior-increased quan-

. turn efficiency and narrowed spectral width (cf. Fig. 10)-F ' suggests lasing, albeit marginally in a very poor cavity.
The threshold transition is not abrupt because of the short

laser .4 A' gain length and low cavity Q: the spontaneous emission
~ coupling to the lasing mode(s) is relatively high, and the

dcls gain is close to saturating the n = 2 subband transition,
780 600 840so that it depends sublinearly on the pump power. Simi-

880 larly "soft" thresholds and broad spectral linewidths were
WAVELNGTH(nm3observed in the vertical-cavity surface-emitting structures

ofFig. 9. Room-temperature emission spectra of RPG laser structure Optl- dvlpdb ioht n g 3 n yOuae !
catty excited by a CW dve laser at 710 nm usinL two different pump

77 beam intensitie' (at i ='t OVW/cm-. Nb 1,, =76 kW/cm2.

le We have thus demonstrated a semiconductor laser with
41__ __ _ an active medium length of only 320 nim. Previously, the

'an ego(a shortest reported gain length was 1.5 p~m for a conven-
3 ~ r-tional MQW active region and a much higher cavityQ
2 4). ntn improvements in the lasing properties of

ion I . these structures are expected when high-Q ca'otties are

m_ Ee ,CD RGLoe Threshold(6

th 2 C 5The threshold optical pumip pow er P,, for a vertical-
T cavity RPG laser can be estimated usine the fomwila 2iv en

700 70 00 090 in f8j] modified for optical pumping:

Pa0 th {at b + ai,(L -d)/d' a1(/'

l/I d' ) In I (RR) t (6)

A.0 where hco is the photon energy at the pump wavelength,

4 B is the effective recombination constant, q is the effi-
3 .. 3 1 ciency of carrier photogeneration, a and b are the linear

as U2, j .020gain coefficients ( g = aN - b where N is the carrier con-
g:l 9001J ,_, centration), and L is the cavity length. d' = G( X)/g is

-. *70 75 800 90 the effective gain length; it equals twice the physical
aj4. f.*OJlength d of the gain medium for an RPG laser (2ML. with

3 .*a M quantum wells, each of width L_), but only equals the
be- gain length d for uniform DH or nonresonant MQW struc-

n 0 tures. R, and R, are the power reflectivities of the two1<00 70 80 5 0 laser facets, of. a'nd ct, are the respective free-camrer losses
sion -WAVELENGTH fnmn per unit length in the gain regions and spacers. and ad is
C Fig. 10. Room-temperature emission spectra of ihe RPG laser structure the diffraction loss. Note that the effective internal loss in

alpumped using the 6S0 nm tine of a pulsed dye laser t(t 1Hz repetion the quantum wells will also be enhanced by a factor ofI raie. 7 ns pulse durition) at different pulsec nerics. two due to the periodicity of the structure. although this
d , will not be significant in short cavities whose losses arc

;Jmedium, the nt 3 transition would dominate over it dominated by emission from the ends. Equation (6) ap-
M 2. A transition from broad-band spontaneous PL to stim- plies wvhen the pumped spot diameter is large compared
irulated emission uas obsersed at - 140 ni pulse encrev. to the electron ditfusion length. The cav ty parmtr p3Since the pump pulse was focused into a - 20 um spot, propriate to our initial experiment are d = 320 ri L
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" - broad linewidth and soft threshold (Fi . III. so that these
lasers resemble superluminescent sources %&hen operated

close to threshold. especiall %,hen pulsed. Sirnilarh
_ broad llne\kidths and soft thresholds have been reported

b Kinoshita and 1ga [3] and bN Ogura et al. (51. Recen"
S" ireports b\ Sakaguchi et a. (571. and preliminary results

0_"_____ obtained in our laboratories using improved structures
so 250 450 with multilayer high reflectors, indicate that increasing the

PUMP ENERGY nilj cavity Q. reducing the Fresnel number, and incorporating

Fig. 11. Total output po.er %.rsus pump energy for the Name condilion, lateral index steps should reduce the threshold and the
as in Fig. MO spectral width by at least two orders of magnitude.

4.32 pm, R, = 0.75, and R, = 0.3. The pump wave- VI. COMPARISON TO CONVENTIONAL SURFACE-

length used for threshold evaluation is 680 nm, and -q is EMITTING LASER STRUCTURES

assumed to be 1. The values of the remaining parametersI in (6) relevant for the quantum-well active region are B To assess the efficacy of the RPG medium, we per-

= 1.5 x 10- '° cm 3/s [55]. a = 9.3 x 10-16 cm 2, b = formed experiments similar to those described in Section
1500 cm - 1 [56], and a,, = cc = a = 10 cm-' [8]. Be- V. using three sets of structures of equal gain length. as

I cause of the high carrier densities involved in our exper- shown in Fig. 4. The refractive index profiles of the struc-

iments, these values should be regarded only as crude tures used in this comparative stidy are shown in Fig. 12.

order-of-magnitude estimates. In particular, the linear The peak reflectivity and bandwioth of the multilayer high

I gain coefficient a is not a constant. but rather a decreasing reflector are estimated [371 as - 84 percent and 60 nm.
function of pump intensity and carrier concentration for respectively. Such a broad-band reflector can accommo-

high pumping levels. With this caveat, (6) predicts a date fluctuations in the designed resonant wavelength.

threshold of - I MW/cm for the RPG structure. while However. the phase of the reflected wave remains crucial
I the value for a conventional surface-emitting laser with a for the RPG structure to be effective since we require thai

nonresonant MQW active region is a factor of three or so the spatial location of the quantum \ells be aligned %ith

higher. the peaks of the standing-wave optical field. F:

S urfler improvement is possible b% incorporating high- Approximately 5 x 10 mr pieces were clea'.ed from
reflectivity epitaxial stacks on both sides of the gain me- the wafers of each .-tructure for optical pumping. Because
dium [4]. (381. [571. This will increase the cavity Q at of the multilaver high reflector between the substrate and

I the desired emission wavelength and will also obviate the the active structure. the samples did not require any ad-
necessity for GaAs substrate removal and bonding to a ditional processing for substrate removal. Optical pump-
suppornins! substrate. A large reduction in threshold, down in, experiments were carried out in a similar way to tho.,e

I to - 10 kW/cm- is predicted by (6) when the reflectiv- described in Section V above.
ities at both ends of the cavity are increased to 95 percent. Fig. 13 shows the low-intensity CW PL data for all

three samples pumped with equal intensity (I,, = 475
E. Linewidth of the RPG Laser W/cm2 ) by 514.5 nm light from an Ar + laser. Although

Fig. 10(a)-(e) show noticeable reduction in the spectral only a few quantum wells near the surface were sampled,
widths of the n = 2 and n = 3 subband transitions as the there is evidence of nonuniformity for both the conven-

device is driven above threshold at - 200 nJ pulse energy. tional MQW and the RPG structures. The somewhat
* These widths are still rather broad, from - 10 nm in Fig. broader peaks compared to Fig. 8 indicate fluctuations in

10(b) to -3 nm in Fig. 10(e); because of the short gain the quantum well thickness; also, the n = 1 peaks in both
length and low cavity Q in our prototype samples, the samples are shifted by - 6 nm with respect to each other.
spontaneous emission coupling to the lasing mode(s) is The relative PL signal strength under identical pump con-
relatively high. Moreover, we estimate that the threshold ditions is small for the conventional MQW and DH struc- U.
gain is quite close to the maximum available from the n tures, mostly because the active region in each case is NI
=.2 subband transition, so that this prototype device is buried deeper in the AIGaAs than in the RPG structure or
operating in a saturated regime, in which the gain varies (cf. Fig. 4). The undulation of the spectra in Fig. 13 is la
sublinearly with pump power. Also, the Fresnel number due to the Fabry-Pdrot modes of the short cavity ( -3.7
Aa 2 /LX (where a is the active spot size ( -20 pm), u is ;Lm) formed by the multilayer high reflector and the
the refractive index, L is the cavity length ( -4 pm), and Al0.,.Gao.7sAs/air interface. di
X is the free-space wavelength) is about three orders of Fig. 14 shows relative PL data obtained under intense i

magnitude larger than for a conventional edge-emitting optical pumping of all three structures using 7 ns pulses ti"
I laser. This large Fresnel number implies low diffraction at 680 nm pump wavelength. The PL spectrum from the it.

losses from the ca' it . even for very high-order Irans- conventional DH structure %as obtained with - 1020 nJ
verse modes. Hence. the structure can support many pulse energy focused by a 5 x microscope objective to a d.

transverse modes 1581. possibly including some which are spot of'- 20a m diameter. To obtain the PL spectrum of
of a filamentary nature. All these factors contribute to the the conventional MQW. pump pulses of - 1440 nJ were c.
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es L  W.IThe absence of lasing at n = 3 can easily be explained b
.e.3.64..... the finite band,. idth of the mulhila. er high reflector which

3.4. does not extend to the wavclength corresponding to the ni
te 3.36. 3 ,ubband transitions.

e . ... The failure ofour conventional structures to lase can be
itPG understood using (6). As the parameters used in our cal-

te 3.64' culations for the three structures (DH. conventional
"he 3.36 L -'MQW, and RPG) involve considerable uncertainties, only

in 3.0 rough estimates for their thresholds are obtained. The
th .. . cavity parameters relevant to structures used in our com-

3.64  (c) parative study are d = 310 nm, L = 3.7 jum, R, = 0.84,
3.36 and R, = 0.3. The pump wavelength of 680 nm is as-

a~o+I..sumed. For a surface-emitting DH laser with a bulk GaAs
: active region, (6) yields - 16 MW/cm 2 as the threshold

Fig. 12. Refractive index profiles of the three types of surface-enitting
laser structures illustrated in Fig. 4: (a) RPG,optical pumpin usin the parameters of [8] (B 3.0
(c) conventional DH. 0 0x 1X 10- cm 3/s, Ao= 3.0 X 10 -16cm , oa, = 400 cm-).

For a conventional MQW laser, we obtain 0.9 MW/cm2,

using the material parameters specified in Section V-D.
For a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser with a conven-

~Z11,
ligh(a! Utional MQW active region of total length 1.5 jim and with

j _Z integrated multilayer reflectors (R 2- 84 percent), a
threshold of 1.6 MW/cm2 has been reported [4]. The las-

!thb. in- threshold for the RPG structure of Fig. 12(a) is esti-
-. jmated from (6) to be only 0.25 MW/cm2 . These esti-

i0 800 80 900 mates illustrate the large reduction in threshold to be ex-
th Sspected when the RPG structure and cavity are optimized.
t WAVELENGTH him)

ro t'rom \arlasu' eurfacmiin2 Iaser structures (see Fig. 4) e\cited b. a
i nm -,2 las- pump at 4 5 \V/cmuz (a) RPG. ib) conenTional V1. CONCLLSIONS

MQW I: .'n'enioalDH.
and In summary . we have described a novel resonant peri-

odic gain (or loss) optoelectronic structure which en-
al hances the interaction between a standing-wave optical

lose Z field and an active medium. The structure features a series
of quantum wells separated by half-w\ae spacers. leading
to a high gain and anisotropy. The alignment of the peaks

' r¢, i .iy€ u. a of the optical standing-wave field with the half-wave-
0a. spaced quantum-well layers results in an optimal overlap

C)- .integral between the optical field and the spatial gain/ab-
ha0 too 85o 900 sorption distribution only in the vertical direction and at

hat WAVELENGTH (nm) the desired wavelength. The usual sine-square averagingFig. 14. High-intensity PL spectra from the ihree structures of Fig. 4: (a) found in the betweenfondincalculating teoverlap btena standing wave
A RPG, with a pump energy of960 /pulse; (b) conventionai MQVH with and a uniform medium is absent, and the effective gain/

absorption is increased by a factor of two. We have dis-
C v cussed various potential applications of this structure, with

used. Despite such intense optical pumping (46-65 emphasis on surface-emitting lasers. We note again that
;e is MW/cm2 ), no lasing action was observed either in DH this general idea will be useful for all devices in which
A or conventional MQW structures. These devices did not the interaction is with a standing electromagnetic wave.

lase even at pump intensities up to the damage threshold A number of conditions have to be satisfied in order to
(-70-100 MW/cm2 ). obtain lasing action with high efficiency in the RPG laser.

In contrast to these negative results, the RPG structure 1) A uniform excitation of all quantum wells has to be
did lase on the n = 2 transition (805-810 nm) at pump maintained.
intensities of - 10-15 MW/cm2 [Fig. 14(a)]. This rela- 2) Since no external mirror is used. the total optical

uses tively high threshold can be attributed to the nonuniform- length of the structure must be an integral multiple of half
ity in quantum-well thicknesses and to the structure being of the lasing wavelength.
far from its optimal condition. Nevertheless. the very 3) The spatial location of the quantum-well active lay-

to ademonstration of lasing action in the RPG sample is direct ers in the structure and the phase of the reflected optical
experimental evidence that this structure has a signifi- wave should be such that the antinodes of the standing

I cantly lower threshold than the conventional structures, wave optical field coincide with the quantum wells.
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' 4) The quantum- %elI transition should nearly mnatch the '%emtcal-ci'. % surtace-emlittine diode 14Ner.' presented it the I Ith

resonant wavelenh determined b\ the spatial periodicit% EEm.SmcnutrLsron.Bso.\ .~15.psleadine paper PD'
of the quantum wells. .!a. F Ko'.afna. and S Ktnoshiia. -Surtace, enint! ico

Failure to satist\ an% of the abo\ c conditions can se- duCtr l Ier EEE J Qyoufupi Ele, -- n. %I QE--'. pp IS-45

verely impair the opera .tion of the RPG laser. Mlost pro- 9j H5 Sptsd. 1988.s ECrnshte.JLi'a.oT'cnI, ably, such a structure would not enjov any advantage as %oL LT-5. pp. I182 -1 '9(. Oct. 1987
a result of the periodic gain medium,. and would have a 11011 1 Nitta. Y. Koizunti. and K. km. "GaAs AIGaiAs sraeeat.1

thresold cmparble t chatof aconvetiona MQWlaser-ti>pe optical logic ~l and I gae in I Dit' Techi. Paiper%.threhol coparale o tat o a onvntioal IQWCLEO"86. Gonf. LAisers Elect ro-Opt.. San Francisco. CA. June i93t).
m structure. paper F04. pp. 382-383.U We have implemented the RPG design in fabricatin2 a [ill S. tjchivama and K. lea. ~Two-dimensional arrziv of GaInASP/inP P

vertical-cavity surface-emliting GaAs /AIGaAs laser and srae-'mtiglsr.-Eeio.Li. o.2 .*p 6114 e
have demonstrated lasing action by optical pumping. Such 1121 Z, L, Liau and J, N, Walpole. Sufc-mtigGa~nAsP/ tnP laser 3

noe stutreofr several potential advantages over with low threshold current and high e(Iicience* Appl. Pis Lett..

MQ e i es oa l 1131 - . *Lar : e monolithic t%%o-dimensional arras of GanAP/[nP 133
lower threshold, higher overall power efficiency, suppres- surface-emitting lasers." 'lppl. Phzys. Lett.. vol. 50. pp. 528-530.flsion of parasitic amplified spontaneous emission and Ion- Mar. 1987. (3-1

* ~tudnalsptia hoe brnng.andbeterspetra an 14] K. Kojima. S. Noda. K. NMitsuna-a. K. Kyuma. and K. Hamanaka.
"Continuous wave operation or a surface-emittine AIGaAs/GaAspower-handling capabilities. The cumulative length of the multiquantum well distributed Brage reflector laser." Appl. Phvs. 134

* active medium in the RPG sample incorporating a multi- Lett.. vol. 50, pp. 1705-1707. June 1981.
reflcto wa ony 30 n. T ou knwlege. 1151 N. W. Carlson. G. A. Evans, J. NI. Hammer. M. Lurie. L. A. Carr,layr ig F. Z. Ha%%rvio, E. A. James. C. J. Kaiser. J. B. Kirk. W. F. Reichert.

this is the shortest ever 2ain medium length reported for D. .A. Trual. J. R. Sheal'.. S. R. Chinn. and P. S. Zory%. Hgh1S
any laser device. The short gzain lena ths made possible by power seven-element orating surface emitting diode laser array with

* the RPG structure may result in ver% stable. single-mode 002frredail. 4,l ly.Lt.vl 2 p 3-4.Mr
operation of these devices due to their large longitudinal 1161 G. A. Evans. N. W. Car.,on. J. NI. Hammer. MI. Lurie, J. K. Butler.
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j ABSTRACT

Recently, we have demonstrated a novel surface-emitting semiconduztr laser with a

wa\elength-resonant periodic gain medium, which has performed significantly Letter than

conventional double-heterostructure and multiple-quantum-well vertical-cavity devices. The gain
medium consists of a series of half-wave-spaced quantum wells which provides enhanced

longitudinal gain at a selected wavelength in the vertical direction, reducing trans'erse amplified

spontaneous emission, lowering the threshold and raising the quantum efficiency. However,

because the antinodes of the standing-wave optical field must coincide with the quantum wells,

considerable attention must be devoted to designing the vertical cavity. Here we examine various

cavity configurations in which the wavelength-resonant periodic gain medium has been

incorporated. Multilayer epitaxial reflectors are particularly attractive for fabricating monolithic

vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor lasers which emit from the top (epitaxial) surface [1-8] rather than from the

end facets are of considerable interest for a variety of applications such as monolithic

optoelectronic integrated circuits [9], optical chip-to-chip interconnects, optical logic devices [10)

and high-power, large-area, two-dimensional arrays [11]. Because of their short cavity lengths,

these lasers have large Fabry-Pirot mode spacings which favor single longitudinal mode operation.

However, development of these systems has been impeded by the limitations of existing surface-
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Id
resonators, k i;ch are ei, iurre r mn A~o-diienrsora I a,,ax I hc'e ;'te are mosti'

due (o short a:1cr'e-reizt'n le't a t e- mn;cmmleters,. %er\ lkirve l-!e':ni ,me~ .' *.irr:-,r

arid ,picai ,, at intane2! .. ineim Ic! t'eap!ci~aae"se'' . V

the trans~erse plane

Ih U~tra rdi' ',Iac 11 1tt :1 ae rs d\Ked :o' -t j ~ tiieJ p:.r

:oiiipired -xirt on,, en i- oaai e d ge - eat t! rs . aiI)d co n~ ra, h Ie a t en t i,)n, h i' lee n pa.: to 3the rnait I e

geomnietr Ies wkh ose acti \. e re g Io.,ns art. cn I gu red I n th e samne A a as a ege - e ita aes Itt :n

wvhich radiation is diirectedo towards the surac ;eher b\, .45' irrkors il2.1 31 or 'r% seondor -order

d ist r Ibuted Bragg refiec rs -- 161 VWh1e s,,,re ol' these designs has% e c 'e A.'eri-

cavit% surf~ice-emrttolrS offer potentiailk higher packing density , larger emittine areas,.ete beamI ~quality. unconstrained arrinuernent fe tes and planar integratlor.'n t ease .r ba:.:h procIessing

and or.-wafer probe test.ing

In thi:s paper. '., ie thie nu\ el ofa'p cta' icac.t~.msn perlodi gain,

surface-emitting semniconductor laser, w I th pa rt!c:ula-Ir emiphass on h o;' %k e gn metdium is

combined ;'.ith an optical ca; it%. In Section '-. the conc:ept c.:' rsnt idc gain tRPG) Is

described briefly. Section 3, contalis caliculaticins of tho relcisi; hase: and Clain resonainces

which 3ccur .% hen the- RPGJ n-e.!:U:1 .spc-c h :in an opia a;.thestutue

used in the initial demrncr;srazion, cf the, RPG princ:iple, then for proicte ca'. it designis u*ilizing

multilayer epitaxial high-refleIctors w hich can lbe deposited in the samne growth prcess as the gain

medium.

2. RESONANT PERIODIC GAIN SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

The gain experienced by a mode in a semiconductor laser resonator is determined by the
interaction of the standing-wave optical field with the material gain distribution in the active
region. This interaction is not spatially uniform, but is strongest at the antinoides of the standing-
wave optical field and vanishes at the nulls. Hence the material gain in a homogeneous medium is
not utilized efficiently by the resonant mode, i.e. the effective gain length is shorter than theI overall physical length of the gain medium. To overcome this problem, we have developed a new
multilayer structure: a resonant periodic gain (RPG) medium which maximizes the modal gain in a
semiconductor laser by confining injected carriers, and hence the gain, to the antinoide regions
[17-21). This will reduce spontaneous emission due to carriers normally present near the nodes. In
addition, competition from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in the transvers e directions is

suppressed due to the poor modal overlap integral. This new design is particularly attractive for
vertical-cavity surface -emitting lasers: it has already led to lower thresholds for optical pumping
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Ie in I~ t.1~ Ill. s he a~ n pt se~ ;, ir d rk., in -E~ te In ;l e ra:t!

Dt: t is I he h IIcs i rnd faib r i it io n t R ;e r t icalI - :a rs ua ace, - em: i ng .1A~

airead\ been described elsewhere [I17-2O1. For completeness, we provide here a brief outline()

the basic: properties oit RPG inedia, before proceeding ito anal-,ze ho~k the% are comblined _'

ariuS ~.iacl a~ t.coat gurit;")ns. [he most straightforward R PG. Structurte is t urin-_-I series -,I' localizedl ga;n regioni consisting of single qulantum - Ael!,s (Q s ) or closely spa ed r:p
of QWs1. periodicall._ arranged ito coincide w4ith the antinodes of the optical standing iae n r

\ertical c t\at the lasing \Aaelength. Fig. I illustrates the RPG structure schematicallv,: ith

loai P a in reg icns (Ga.As quantumn wells) are separated by passi'.e A!Ga.As spacers '

Enlickness determines the resonan: va~elength A , at w hich the interaction of the optical f!jAiej

th periodic- multiple quantumn-well gain mnedium is max~imized- This occurs when, the i a
med I um has an opt Ical per Iodicity of A .2. For a properly designed structure, the resonaa-t3wavelength Ashould be chosen to correspond to a particular transition in the quantum wxells. ln

additaOr, i IS essenzial that thle RPG medium be placed within the cavity so that the antinodes ai

C he opial standin-ave field coincide with the gain regions. i.e. that the optical thicknesses of

the end ia,'.ers be chosen carefully. In the %korst possible case, misplacemnent of ,he RPG mdu

ba qure-aeeghvould result in a total absence of modal gain.

UH otn mtl
Xr2n, Spacers

Uncoated Surface _/ u n u el

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of resonant periodic gain (RPG) medium designed to enhance the
effective gain length of a vertical-cavity surf ace-em itting laser. The thick lines represent the
quantum wells, A r is the resonant wavelength and n 6 is the refractive index of the spacer material.

To illustrate the effect of the RPG structure in a vertical-cavity surface -em itti ng laser, we
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calculate the efiecti'ke gain of a single longitudinal modc ;.'ryj. i:: ,' A. .. k. ;

the laser, for '% hich the integrated gain :oefficient G(A , ,he pit,duc: .,; .i,tm ' ui icng and

gain per unit length) is given by

L

G(.) = J x(_-) sin "  {} I,

where A is the free-space wavelength of the standing-kak upi.i.' K. I" 'e c th leng'h .'

and n(:) the material gain and refractive index, respecti\ el\. I" the mekue 'cre uniform. tht'

integral (1) would give G(A) = gL . i.e. only half of the a,.ailablc mhater a! ga: Aould be util,..,

For the RPG medium illustrated in Fig. I. with N quantum '.,els ot ckriksf L and separate.

by D = A /2n . where n is the refractive index of the spacer mav'rak. ,e e'aluate this inteora

assuming that each QV, has the same constant gain cte iicrlt ' . 1 rn Ue modV.tI L,:!Q,.

S pectrum [18-201

G(A) = (Ng, L /2){1 + sinc(2-rL,iA . (2)

where sinc(x) = sin(x),x, and we have ignored the wavelength dependence .f the i'aerial gain ior

simplicity. The gain resonance becomes sharper as the number o" quantum eis ncreases. mucin

as the resolution of a diffraction grating is improed b' iluminat,-a , ,. re geri,'Aw

Avay from resonance, the sinc term averages to zero, and G(A) bec, mes.. -. equal tt, -n-

tegrated gain in a uniform medium of length VL and material gain ,' len,:e the integrated

gain coefficient G(Ar) at the resonant wavelength is enhanced by a factor of twko oker that of a

conventional, non-resonant MQW gain medium having equal active length Because the gain

anisotropy reduces ASE in the transverse plane, the RPG laser should have increased power

efficiency as well as a lower threshold pump level.

I 3. OPTICAL CAVITY DESIGN FOR RPG LASERS

The basis for the RPG principle is alignment of the antinodes of the optical standing wave

in the laser cavity with a periodic array of localized gain regions (single or multiple quantum

wells), so that the effective gain is enhanced as described above. To optimize this arrangement,

two conditions must be met simultaneously:

(1) the resonant wavelength, i.e. the period of the RPG medium, must correspond to a

strongly amplifying transition in the quantum wells;

(2) the position of the RPG medium within the optical cavity, as determined by the phase

shifting layers at the ends, must be such that the antinodes of the standing wave coincide

with the quantum wells.

I
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I a Satis',inz these c:n itions ensure,; that the resonances of the ca,.itvr and gain med un; o,.erlap at a

design waelength wkhere there is aailable gain. In this section we are primarily concerned with

the second condition, that is. configuring the ca,ity with respect to the RPG medium If the

phase shift laers are not properl. matched to the cavity resonance closest to the gain peak, the

3 effectie gain will degrade rapidly. The worst possible case would have the quantum wells located

-at the nodes of the optical standing -ka'.e. thereby reducing the usable gain to zero It is therelc'-.rL

not :, zcnt to opimize the ,:a'it', and RPC; medium separately,: the-, must also be aligned w.,ith

respect to each other Another important consideration is that, because of the short gain length of

the structure, the optical caiit, must have extremely low losses. Mirror reflectivities must

I1 therefore be as close to unit,. as possible, and this imposes additional constraints on the ca\,itV

design

I Ve start b% presenting a simple technique for calculating reflectivity and gain resonances

for ca\vities enclosing RPG media. These calculations are performed for the RPG laser with a

deposIt d auminum mirror \.,hih was first used to demonstrate the principle of resonant periodic

gain t19J For this structure, the importance of correct choice of the thicknesses of the phase

shifting end is demonstrated. Next, we consider optimization of the RPG laser by incorporating a

high-Q cavity consisting of multilayer epitaxial reflectors, which can be deposited in the same

gro).%th run as that u-ed to fabricate the RPG medium itself. The growth tolerances for such an

optim:zed cacit., are discussed, and reflectiity and gain resonances for the finished structure are

.\e:;:,J for Calcac::mg Caviti Reflectivity and Gain

I .Many textbooks on thin film optical filters present techniques for the calculation of

complex reflectivities of multilaver dielectric structures [22-24]. The approach used in this work

is simply to express the fields Ej+ 1 at each layer (j+l) in terms of the fields E. at the previous

layer (j) and the optical phase shift I. in traversing the jfh layer, using a transfer matrix of the

1 form

I L '1i"e [I Le
E + n n 4 .

Ej+l + n j+ 1  en j+ 1  eE+

(3)
2 -j ni4 E -E j+1  e l +E

i ~~n j+1n +I i

where n .+I, n are the respective (complex) refractive indices, E,+1 + and are the complex

electric field amplitudes for waves propagating in the positive z-direction (to the right for
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de: ni:eness and F E.- are he field inplitudei, for v~a,, rroagatn; ir. the .p;..:-

direction The layers are numbered from right to left, with the fields defined at the rightmost

edge of each layer The total ca.itv reftlecti' ity for waves incident from the left can then be

e%31u-te. 'Imposing ,he boundar. conditjon :hat there is onlyan outgoing .3%e in the ,edui.

beyond the right end of the cavity, and carrying out a straightforward series of matrix multiplica-

tions to e. aluate the incident and reflected fields in ttrm s of this outg,'ing .2'.-' The eff ct',::',-

gain in the structure is calculated b\ integrating the product of the intens -', andi gair, ."c-

through the layered structure and dividing b., the incident intensity Because we are inter ,, ,d

only in matching resonances of the cavity and the RPG medium, xe did not include dispersion 0f

the material gain or index in any of these calculations. The additional requirement of pla,:ing

these resonances close to the gain peak is less critical, and will not be dealt \ ,ith explicitl\, in this

paper.

B. Protup' RPG Car::' wiih Al End Reflector

The first structure used to demonstrate the resonant periodic gain principle consisted of a

series of 32 GaAs quantum wells (L = 10 nm) separated bv half-wave Ga oAI _As spacers D=•~ 
75 - , , 5

109 nm). designed for operation at the n = 2 subband transitions near -825 nrm [17201. One end

of the structure was uncoated. so that its reflectivity was -32.%. while a laer of Al was decs::ed.

onto the other end to obtain a reflectivitv of -75%. The overall refectivity and eftecrive gain

this device have been calculated as described above, assuming a quarter-wvax e end spacer on th-.

Al-coated side, and different spacer laver thicknesses on the other end. 2 illustrates he

results for a half-wave thick layer on the free (uncoated) end, which is expe!ted to be close ,.

optimum. As anticipated, the effective gain is enhanced by a factor of two at the resonant

wavelenoth of -825 nm. For comparison, we have performed similar calculations for the same

RPG medium with a quarter-wave spacer layer at each end. This structure does not exhibit any

enhancement in its effective gain, as shown in Figure 3. The normalized peak gain is given in

Figure 4 as a function of the thickness of the final spacer layer on the free (uncoated) end of the

resonator. In obtaining Fig. 4, the resonant wavelength was allowed to vary with the total cavity

length, hence the observed periodicity in the gain as a function of and spacer thickness differs

slightly from the nominal Ar" The refractive indices used were (2.75 + 8.31i) for Al [25], 3.64 for

GaAs and 3.45 for Al0 .25Gao.7sAs [26,271. Note that the calculated resonances are relatively broad

due to the poor cavity Q-factor; the round trip reflectivity product is only -0.24. The variations3 in depth and width of the resonances are a manifestation of small distributed feedback effects due

to reflections at the quantum wells. To estimate the magnitude of these distributed Bragg

reflection effects, we have modeled the behavior of a structure in which the end reflections have

been artificially suppressed by (computationally) attaching thick GaAs films to the ends. The

results of these calculations are given in Figure 5. The effects of periodic reflections at the
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3 a r.uarntum 'Ae s lead et ect ie re lec: t N changes of < 20% near the rtsonant 'aelength
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C. IrzfdCbje C''cAu r -,-ax: ieh- Re reci~ir

Bezause of its shiort c t\lzngh.the %tertical-cavit-; surfac:e-em it-ing laser requirzs

3 ~extremely high gain per unit length. The optimnal Aa to confioure a ~e~clcx!\surf :e-

emitting laser is thus to pro- ide a er~high-Q ca % t\.hach may he formed b\ trac:keting the0

gain medium between a pair of epita'iial multilayer high-reflectors (MIHiRsi consisting of a stacN

of alternat-ing high-and lo-n~qa~r'aelayers [4,5.281. Th mate-,l: frths lkr
must ob- iouslv, be cho-seln to ha-xe suf: ci.'entI. wAide banrg:ion thtexes~l r

zhe eisosae vie.S2'~e:iu~~u; show that for :i %erricani ca- I,.y sur"72ce-en,'i~ng

laser conaining a series of -30 quantum -lIls ~fthickness -10 nim. the threshold gain required is

of the order of 4 um- 1 when uncoiteId. 2.5 jprn- wvhen an Al reflector is deposited on one side1.

but drops to 0.03 pm1i (300 cm t1 when the actixe medium is bracketed b\ tw-o NIHRs wvith 9

r e fIe ct:,vitv The reflectivityv spec-trumn for a typical M'HR consisting of 20 pair-s of alternating

quarter-wave layers of indices itL 3.20 and tz 3.=~*50, is shown in Figure 6.

I ' Fig. 6. Calculated reflectivity

spectrum of an epitaxial multilayer

0.250 high-reflector (MHR) consisting of 20I periods of alternating high- and low-

0.000 index quarter-wave layers with indices
750 800 850 900 950 1000 11 3.50 and ni =3.20, respectively.

WAVELENGTH (nm)
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Since the inclusion of MHRs in the device dramatically increases the number of la:,ers to

be grown, the effects of uncertainties in layer thicknesses and compositions must be considered.

In Figure 7 and 8 we plot the spread in the reflectivities (the dotted line is the ideal curve), and

variations in the cavity phase shift at the peak, for AIGaAs/AIAs MHRs with different numbers

of layer pairs, assuming a random variation of + 5% in the optical thickness (combined

uncertainties in physical thickness and refractive index). The solid curve is the theoretical result

for a perfect stack of alternating quarter-wave layers of high-index (61.4 nm of A10.4oGao.60 As,

m H= 3.36) and low-index (68.8 nm of AlAs, n L = 3.00) materials, while the bars represent the

spread in the quantity calculated. These data suggest that, while the spread in reflectivity is

minimal when more than ten periods are used, the phase variations are of much greater concern

for the RPG laser (refer also to Figure 5). Critical control of the cavity resonance is clearly

required if the RPG structure is to be used to its best advantage.I
Finally, we have calculated the reflectivity and effective gain for an improved RPG

I
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m 4. CONCLUSIONS

n In su:nnarv. ,e have described a novel resonant-periodic-gain (RPG) nedium ,-

optimizes the available gain in a vertical-cavity surface-emitting semiconductor laser. The .

for the LaIT, enrhancement is alignment of the antinodes of the standing e o i eld :

resonant -avitv with periodic localized gain regions such as single or multiple quantum %elis. Si:'.-

the usual sine-square averaging in the overlap integral between the optical field and the spai,:2

gain distribution is absent, the effective gain is increased by a factor of two. One critical
condition which must be satisfied to optimize the gain in a RPG medium is that the gain medium

must be positioned correctly within the optical cavity. If the RPG medium is misaligned within
the cavity, the effective gain degrades rapidly and may actually become less than that of a

conventional MQW structure.

Because of the need for very high Q cavities due to the short gain lengths in vertical-

cavity surface-emitters, and due to the additional constraints on resonant periodic gain devices,
cavity design is of the utmost importance. We have analyzed various cavity configurations for
RPG lasers, including an optimized structure with epitaxial multilayer high-reflectors at either
end. The tolerances in grown layer thicknesses and compositions required for successful

fabrication of such devices are a few percent.
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However, the active region comprised quantum interaction and hence the effective gain can be liemtra ou 2whemxmzngheifr
wells ;ositioned at t"l standling-wave maxima. m-axirmized when the gain medium is confined 0o reflect ivities. I All epitaxially grown Facry-Perot

Aphotograph of a low -ivergence beam emitted thes antincide regions. This is accomplished in the reoatr aruted for both of fthse purposes.
from sample B107 tin cw lasing conditions at room new structure, incorporating a series 0f single or Additionally it is desirable to have the Substrate be
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300K CW OPERATION OF MOCYD GROWN OPTICALLY PUMPED GaAsIAIGaAs
RESONANT PERIODIC GAIN VERTICAL CAVITY LASERS WITH 45% EFFICIENCY
C. F. Schaus, S. Sun, H.E. Schaus, M.Y.A. Raja, J G Mclnerney, S.R.J. Brueck
Center for High Technology Materials
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

3 The fabrication of vertical cavity surface-emitting semiconductor lasers

incorporating half-wave periodic gain, or resonant periodic gain (RPG), have recently

I been demonstrated using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [1-51. Here we describe

structures grown entirely by MOCVD which exhibit the highest efficiency in a vertical

'1l cavity laser reported to date.
I The RPG medium allows the half-wave-spaced localized gain regions (single

i quantum wells in this case) to become aligned with the antinodes of the standing-wave

optical field in the laser cavity. The effective gain along the cavity axis is twice that in

S the transverse direction and parasitic amplified spontaneous emission in the transverse

direction is suppressed. However, there are several important design considerations for

optimizing this structure. First, the periodicity of the RPG must match one-half the

lasing wavelength. This wavelength must simultaneously match the n=l quantum well

transition, and the entire RPG medium must be placed in the cavity so that the antinodes

I align with the quantum wells. This requires a high degree of accuracy in the optical

thickness control of the many MOCVD grown layers.

The RPG laser structure grown for this study is shown in Fig. 1. Epitaxial layers

were grown in a low pressure horizontal MOCVD reactor at 725°C. The resulting layer

I thicknesses were uniform to within ± 2% over 90% of a 50 mm diameter GaAs substrate.

Thickness reproducibility was measured at ± 0.25% from run to run. The multilayer

U epitaxial reflectors (MLRs) on either side of the RPG medium are designed to provide

reflectivities of 99.70% (30.5-periods grown on GaAs) and 99.95% (20-periods ending in

air) for the output coupler (right) and reflector (left), respectively. The device

incorporates an RPG active region consisting of 20 10-nm GaAs quantum wells separated

by Ai0.20Ga0.80As spacers. The structure was optically pumped using a CW dye laser

i focused with a microscope objective lens (5x or 20x), which also served as collection

optics for the RPG laser output. The threshold energy for the structure was measured as

3 a function of wavelength, showing a minimum near 739 nm. The device operated in a

single longitudinal mode (Fig. 2) with spectral widths as narrow as -0.27 A FWHM. Fig. 3

shows the output vs input powers for the device at 739 nm pump wavelength. The overall

power conversion efficiency is over45% at 18 mW output power.

I I.lilIIIlllll
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I In conclusionhigh efficicncy GaAs/AIxGaI-xAs vertical cavity surface-emitting

lasers with resonant periodic gain have been fabricated and demonstrated. The

threshold was 15 mW at 300K CW using 739 nm excitation. The device exhibits stable

single longitudinal mode output at -860 nm with 0.27 A FWHM. and power conversion

efficiencies over -45%.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the RPG laser structure in which
the number of periodic layers has been reduced in order to simplify
interpretation. Also shown is the standing wave electric field
corresponding to the resonant mode of the cavity.
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Figure 2. Spectral output above Figure 3. Optical power output
ithreshold (5x objective). vs input curve at 739-nm

excitation (20x objective).
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DYNAMICS OF RESONANT PERIODIC GAIN GaAs/AIGaAs SURFACE-EMITTING
LASERS UNDER PICOSECOND OPTICAL EXCITATION
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ABSTRACT

The output of a resonant periodic gain surface-emitting GaAs/AIGaAs laser was modulated by
changing the phase and reflectivity of a monolithic cavity mirror by the absorption ofpicosecond optical pulses. Dynamical processes, studied as function of cw pump power,
picosecond laser wavelength and pulse energy, are reported.
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I DYNANICS OF RESONANT PERIODIC GAIN GaAs/AIGaAs SURFACE-EMITTING
LASERS UNDER PICOSECOND OPTICAL EXCITATION

M. Y. A. Raja. A. Mukherjee, M. A. Mahbobzadeh. C. F. Schaus, and S. R. J. Brueck, Center for
High Technology Materials, University of New Mexico. Albuquerque, NM 87131

Resonant periodic gain (RPG) vertical cavity, surface-emitting semiconductor lasers [1]
are promising for various optoelectronic applications. RPG structures utilize spatially periodic
quantum well gain regions to provide an enhanced light-matter interaction [1] leading to higher
gain, frequency discrimination and reduction in transverse amplified spontaneous emission [I].

Recent optical pumping results [2-3] have shown that when such RPG structures are integratedf with epitaxially grown multilayer high-reflectors, low thresholds (- kW/cm2), high efficiencies
(> 45%) and narrow linewidths (< 0.25A) are obtained. Here, we present recent results on the
investigation of the dynamics of RPG surface-emitting lasers.

In our experiments, MOCVD-grown 20-period GaAs/AIGaAs RPG structures with
integrated multilayer high-reflectors [3] are used. In such laser structures phase of the optical
standing wave plays an important role in optimizing the interaction with the active sections
(quantum wells). The top mirror (19 1/2 period Alo 25Gao 75 As/AlAs quarterwave stack) was
modulated optically with cavity-dumped dye laser pulses (A = 620 nm, 10 psec., 80 kHz) while
the RPG structure was continously pumped by a cw dye laser operating at 740 nm.

Fig. 1 shows a typical output pulse from this structure as well as the 10-picosecond dye-
laser pulse. The temporal resolution was limited by the electronics. The delay between the
picosecond pump pulse and the RPG lasing pulse depends on the cw dye laser pump power.
Secondary pumping of the gain region by photoluminescence from the mirror potentially plays a
role in these results. Evolution of the RPG output pulse was studied as a function of various
parameters including: picosecond pulse energy, wavelength, and cw dye laser power. These

dynamical measurements not only give an insight to the physics of RPG laser structure but also
show its potential for an active modulator. Basic mechanisms leading to this output pulse
evolution and modulation properties will be presented along with details of the results.
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I Fig 1. Output of RPG pumped with

• 4 030 mW cw and - 0.5 nJl0 psec. dyeI 0 laser pulse. (electronics limited).
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ABSTRACT

The transverse mode behavior and spectral properties of vertical cavity, high efficiency
surface-emitting GaAs/AlGaAs resonant periodic gain lasers, are described and analyzed.
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i TRANSVERSE MODE STRUCTURE OF OPTICALLY PUMPED RESONANT PERIODIC
GAIN SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

M. Y. A. Raja. J. G. Mclnerney. C. F. Schaus. S. R. J. Brueck. H. E. Schaus, and S. Sun
Center for High Technology Materials. University of New Mexico. Albuquerque. NM 87131

Recently, CW lasing has been demonstrated at room temperature [1-2] in resonant
periodic gain (RPG) GaAs/AIGaAs vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers [3]. Optically
pumped RPG structures grown by MBE [1] and MOCVD [2] have shown very low thresholds
(- kW/cm 2), high conversion efficiencies ( > 45% ) and narrow linewidths (- 0.25A) [2]. RPG
laser structures make use of an enhanced interaction of the optical standing wave with a
spatially periodic gain medium (A/2 - spaced quantum wells) which not only doubles the
effective gain coefficient and reduces the amplified spontaneous emission, but also offers high
wavelength selectivity [3]. Such laser structures inherently operate in a single longitudinal mode
because of their short cavity-lengths (few pm).

Here, we describe the transverse mode characteristics of RPG laser structures [2] with
integrated multilayer high-reflectors for various optical pumping conditions. Both pulsed and
CW experiments were carried out at 300 K. The experimental setup allowed simultaneous
measurements of transverse mode structure, wavelength and output power. The transverse
modes depend strongly on the pump spot diameter. For a small pump spot ( - 5 pm) the laser
output is TEMoO for up to 4 x the threshold pump power. For higher pump power, the output
switches to a higher order mode (c.f. Fig. I (a),(b)). With a slight decrease (- 0.2%) in pump
power the higher order mode switches back to TEMoo mode. (c.f. Fig. l(c)). This variation of
the output mode is accompanied by a dramatic increase in the output power (- 5 x) for the
higher order mode, as well as a wavelength shift.

In the absence of any transverse guiding structure such mode switching can be attributed
to the carrier-induced antiguiding and gain guiding. The pump spot dependence may be
explained by considering the large Fresnel numbers associated with the short cavity-lengths andII
large pump spot. The frequency selectivity of the RPG structure as well as the large Fresnel
numbers, also permit several degenerate higher order transverse modes at the same wavelength.
Higher order transverse modes which satisfy the resonance condition for the RPG structure and
micro cavity (Fabry-Perot), are supported by carrier diffusion from the pumped region. It was
also observed that the mode of the pump laser also influences the RPG laser mode. Beam
quality of these RPG lasers and the study of near- and far-field mode-patterns will be
discussed. Analysis and possible use of such modal and spectral properties as a switch will also
be presented.
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